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. AT UEADLINE 
Coachella Valley 
Economic Partnership's 
Pathways to Success 
Program Awarded $1.4 
Million to Continue 
College Scholarships 
I he Coachella Valley 
Econom1c Partnership (CVrP) 
announced a second year of 
funding from College Access 
I 'oundatJOn of California to 
expand its Pathways to Success 
program of scholarships and 
support for low-mcomc and first 
generation college students in 
the Coachella Valley. The $1 A 
million grant from the founda-
tiOn will help Pathways offer 
scholarships to approximately 
100 students in the Coachella 
Valley in the coming academic 
year. Pathways to Success is a 
regional partnership of more 
than a dozen local organit.ations 
work1ng to mcrcasc college 
access for young adults with 
financ1al need. 
"Pathways to Success is a 
key clement of CVFP\ strateg) 
to build a college-educated 
continued on page 31 
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Lake Arrowhead Resort Partners 
With the Warrior Foundation 
The Warrior l·oundatlon exists to ass1st. honor and support our 
wounded and disabled miiJtar) men and women/service 
members/personnel who have so bravely served and sacrificed for 
our country. The Warr1or l·oundatJOn was formed live on the rad10 
rurwavcs by Rick Roberts, of KFMB Rad10 Station in partnership 
with the San Diego Navy League continued on page 14 
Chairman Ovitt responds to 
correctional facility closing 
Recently my off1ce, along with our County Sheriff and 
Probation Department, participated in a conference call with the 
California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation (CDCR) 
Secretary. Matthew Cate. We were informed that the Heman G. 
Stark Correctional f·acthty m Chino vvould be shut down as a JUVe-
nile correctional facility and would be reopened as the third adult 
correctional facility in the City of Chmo. 
"Our local governments have contmumgly been the last ones to 
know about these types of ed1cts from Sacramento. The state has 
failed once again to communicate with us when making th1s dcc1 
s1on. ft is disappointmg that more prisoners arc going to be placed 
an aging facility that was never 
meant to hold them." Supef\ isor 
Ovitt said. "Last week the 
State Senate voted to 
release more than 
27,000 inmates and 
now this occurs. Our 
communities are 
betng put in danger b) 
Sacramento's inabilit) 
to balance its own 
budgets. To even con-
template releasing that 
many prison .inmates in 
this economy with unem-
ployment at more than 14 pt!r-
continued on paRe 33 
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Wells Fargo Bank 
Sued for Fraud 
Class act ton la11 suiT clam1.1 
Wells Fargo illegally reduced 
home equiTy lines of credit and 
then ofji-red customer.\ hi~h· 
inrerest ucdit cards insTead. 
A class actton filed accuses 
Wells fargo of fraud saymg the 
bank frot.e millions of dollars in 
home equity loans b] false!) 
claimmg that its customers· 
home property values had 
declined significant!). 
The suit. vvhich was filed 111 
the orthern District of Illinois. 
alleges that Wells !·argo unlavv • 
full) failed to accurate!) assess 
the value of customers· homes 
before concluding that there had 
been a sigmficant decline in 
propert) value. 
.. Even putting astde the fact 
that what they arc doing IS ille-
gaL there's no justification for 
denying people these secured 
credit lines 111 favor of unse-
cured htgh-intcrcst credit cards.· 
says attornc] Jay Fdclson. 
whose law firm. 
KamberFdelson ll C. filed the 
suit and has previous!] filed 
similar class action lawsuits 
against JPMorgan Chase. 
continued on page 36 
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SOME PEOPLE 
NICEST THINGS. RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS NATIONWIDE 
HealthGrades, the nation's leading independent health care ratings company, analyzes more than 5,000 hospitals across 
the country. And these objective ratings have all kinds of great things to say about Pomona Valley Hospital Medical Center. 
Our people are always workmg to prov1de the best m health care and treatment for the community. And we're pleased that 
an indepe'*nt source shows our results are among the best. Because, after all, modesty forbids saying so ourselves. 
2009 HEALTHGRADES RECOGNITIONS: 
RANKED AMONG THE TOP 5% OF HOSPITALS IN THE NATION FOR OUTSTANDING PATIENT EXPERIENCE 
Maternity Care Service Excellence Awarcfn.l- Ranked among top 10% of hospitals nationwide in Maternity Care 
Highest possible Star Ratings for: 
Five-Star Rating- Heart Failure 
Five-Star Rating- Sepsis 
Five-Star Rating - Appendectomy 
Five Star Rating - Maternity Care 
Five Star Rating- Women's Health 
Five-Star Rating -Community Acquired Pneumonia 
~ 
HEALTH GRADES' 
GUII>l"ll ~~HIIJC:~ 10 IIF.I"lhR Hf.ALl HC~Rh" 
www .hea lthgra des . com 
MEDICAL CEN'J'r,R 
The science of medicine) the art of healing 
1798 N. Garey AvmM, Pomona 909-865-9500 1vwrv.pvhmc.org 
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Acepex Receives SBA Honor 
I Ill' district office of the U.S. Small Busirwss Admrnistratron 
annoum:ed the selection of Acepe" i\lanagcment ('orpor,ttion in 
i\lontclair as a Mmority Enterprise Dl·velopment Week honoree. 
I knr) C. Rhee, CEO of Acepex Management Cmporatron, has heen 
named R(a) Graduate of the Year. 
Karen Burgess, SBA's head of the District's 8(a) department said. 
"Accpc:-. Management Corp. has made great strides in the federal 
contracting arena. and, specifically through the SBA's R(a) Business 
Development Program. Through hard work, diligence. and, perse-
verance. Accpex Management Corporation is a true testament of the 
entrepreneurial spirit." 
Acepex is a leading maintenance, repair. operations, and services 
company serving client· 111 both government and private sectors. 
l·ounded in 1989, Acepex is highly experienced in base operations 
and maintenance. hospital operations and maintenance, military fam-
ily housing maintenance and repair, custodial and related services. 
mechanical maintenance, and facilities operations and maintenance. 
With a highly experienced staff, Acepex is able to expertly manage 
multiple, high dollar value contracts in various locations throughout 
the country efficiently. 
The company entered the 8(a) program in 1999 with 112 employ-
ees. In the years spent in the program, Acepex has grown to 570 
employees and has earned 8(a) federal government contracts totaling 
$20 MM. The company also obtained an SBA loan of more than $1 
MM, which it has since paid in full. 
Unemployment a Staggering 14.3 percent 
By Senator Robert Dutton, 
31st District 
While the liberals in the California Legislature continue to try and 
figure out new ways to let dangerous felons out of prison early, law-
abiding citizens continue to lose their jobs at an alarming rate - par-
ticularly in San Bernardino and Riverside Counties. 
Unemployment in these two counties reached a record high of 
14.3 percent, far exceeding the state unemployment rate of 11.9 per-
cent. 
In Riverside County the unemployment rate for July stood at a 
staggering 14.7 percent, up from 13.9 percent in June, with 135,400 
of the county's 925,400 person labor force out of work. The employ-
ment picture in San Bernardino County was only slightly better as the 
unemployment rate for July stood at 13.9 percent, up from 13.6 per-
cent in June. The California's Employment Development Department 
figures released showed 122,000 of the county's 879,600 workforce 
were unemployed. 
In June alone the state of California lost another 33,800 jobs and 
in the last 12 months the state has lost more than 760,000 jobs 
according to the EDD. 
Instead of making it easier for dangerous felons to be released 
from prison early, California legislators should be exploring ways to 
help lift the burdens we have placed on businesses in this state-bur-
dens that contribute significantly to our state's unemployment rate. 
Because California is the most expensive and restrictive place to 
do business, it is not surprising that while the national unemployment 
rate actually improved slightly last month, California's unemploy-
ment rate continued to worsen. 
As the Legislature considers hundreds of pieces of legislation, I 
will continue to vigorously oppose any piece of legislation that would 
cost even one more private sector job in California. 
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Custom-Bitt Metals Moves Vail 
Shingles Into Distribution 
Custom-Bill Metals, located in Chino, is launching their catego-
ry-leading Vail Titan Select Steel & Vail Majestic Copper shingles 
into the national market place strictly through one-step distribution. 
Vail shingles are now being supplied to a growing number of inde-
pendent wholesale building materials distributors and roofing supply 
houses nationwide. 
"Vail is a very attractive residential offering with light commer-
cial applications as well," said Joe Chiovare. vice president of 
Custom-Bill Metals. "What better way to penetrate the market than 
with established distributors who sell directly to installers and end 
users on a national level." 
This new sales model for continued on page 14 
Meet New Business Clients 
Become an Exhibitor at The Ultimate Business Networking Event"! 
Inland Empire's lusinus Net-tcing E11ent of the Y- Is lackl 
There' • only one event wl>e<e you con mix and m•ngle W1th the member• of CNfllr 
25 Son Bernordono and R•verSide County chambers of commerce and thousands of 
loco! busine" people Promote your bus;,... with exh•b•lo< 'flOC• and get ,_jy 1o 
reach small lo Iorge componoes meet new clients and learn how the d,flwent 
chambers ol commerce and ~>.. .. ...,.. orgamzolions con make your b..1mess grow 
IEmixer.com 909.560.2800 
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Moth·ating and Inspiring Your People in Difficult 
Times Leaders today, more than ever before, have to 
win people's cooperation. There are two main "'ays of 
doing so: motivation and inspiration. Chris Witt giveo., 
advice on how to motivate and inspire. . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
Plan a Memorable Corpo rate E~·ent , Despite the 
C urrent Economy Jeff Ch illico gives guidelines so 
you can create a memorable e\ ent ....... "' uhout 
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Build a Better Sales Force: Focus on Your "Firs t S tring" 
Many leaders and managers spend more time on the 
bottom performer., and leave the top performers alone. 
This is a big mistake. Coaches for football, basketball and 
baseball teams spend their time on their "first string" 
because the) knov. they"' ill ultimate!) win the game. 
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EDITORIAL: Our View: Release 
Permits for Expansion 
It\ an ahsolute travesty that up to 2.000 hustnesses cannot expand 
and add johs hccause the courts have ruled the regional air pollution 
agenC) can't issue them permits. 
That's right. As Southern California suffers through the worst 
recessiOn in 70 years. after Congress unleashed more than $700 bil-
lion in stimulus money, businesses, puhlic agencies and uttlities have 
not been allowed to proceed with alread} approved projects because 
of an atr pollution permtt squabble. 
lhts ttme. \.,·e can't blame the Legislature. That's because one 
brave soul up tn Sacramento. Sen. Rod Wright, D-Los Angeles. has a 
bill that cuts through red tape and allows atr permtts to flow freely. 
Curiously. \\'nght's SB696 had not yet been given a hearing date 
before the Senate fnvironmental Quality Committee. We'd urge a 
Monday hearing and quick approval of the bill. fhere may be 65,000 
jobs on the line in construction and other industries hit hard by the 
recesston. 
fhe problem is complex and convoluted-a lot like the situation 
your average California business encounters when trying to expand. 
Every bustness or public agency with a proJeCt that produces more 
smog. forn1ing gases must obtain emission-reduction credits in the 
form of a permit. according to a system set up b] the powerful South 
Coast Air Quality Management District. lhe distnct banked credits 
whenever <m old plant closed down or was refurbished with cleaner 
technology; it would give those away proportionately so that no addi· 
tiona! smog-formmg emissiOns are added into the air basm. In the 
past. these credits were handed out for free by the AQMD to a devel-
oper of a new proJect because the cost of buying them on the market 
IS prohibitive. For example, the cost of adding a tortilla fryer/o,en is 
S 1.6 million-Just for the offset credits. 
But that was before the Natural Resources Defense Council and 
other major environmental groups sued and won a court judgment. 
which said the air credits system violated the California 
Environmental Quality Act. As a result. 1.200 permits were placed on 
hold and the potential for more stagnation could reach 3.000 existing 
permits. 
Can you believe that the state of California. now with an 11.9 per-
cent unemployment rate. would allow pern1its to remam frozen? And. 
as hundreds of thousands of jobs are shed each month. there exists the 
potential for stripping existing facilities of permits and job losses! 
Fixing this should become a priority for the Legislature. 
We underst<md there are questions. such as whether large utiltues 
should get "free"' credits. But this is not a time for splitting legal hairs. 
The courts and/or the Legislature must settle this prohlem and open 
the flood gates of economic expansion. !'he livelihood of thousands of 
out-of-work Californians depends on it. 
That's why many were buoyed by a federal court ruling in July. 
which sided with the businesses. llowever, the 1\QMD says it needs 
legislatiOn to resume the program. 
SB696 would allow a limited release of air permits to those lower-
polluting facilities. The permit snafu has held up the huilding of the 
Whittier police station and an emergency operation\ center in 
Pasadena. It has also denied pem1its to facilities wishtng to install 
green tcchnolo~tcs and to those rccci\ ing federal stimulus dollars. 
By gi\mg the \Q\ID the legtslatl\e pO\\C'r to wntmue. it could 
break the stalemate ,md alll1\\ penn it to be i'sued I hat \\Ill mr<~n 
cconomtc gro\\ th and JObs tor Southern C altfom1,1. 
Rrprmtcd b1 pcmi/ISicJn of )an (,c,brttl \aile' Jubwu (\undm 
r\11~. ;?J 2009 ). Fmt publi1hcd 111 tht \an (,a/mr I hi/It 1 !vt 11 papc 1 ~ 
(San Gabm [ \a/In Tribune, Pllladena )rar \l'lu, \\lutller Dwly 
Nnl'l 1 .
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Golf Courses in the Inland Empire 
Courst· 'amf' \tstml. Co. or O"ner 
\ <ldr<s, l)pe orC'ouN-
rit,, Stale. Zip \ 'embershtp f ,.,,, 
Call-e Springs R. Y. RKOrt tun Manthe• 
I . & Golf('~ R •nrli sonu-l'tl\'21< 
70.200 Oitlon Rd 
"A 
llo:-"'n llot Spnngs, CA \12141 
Calimesa C'ounlry Club Th~,.• Bra"" dh 
' ll<KIS lrdSt Pu~hc ()lhmc.a, l • \ 92120 na 
3. 
Cathodral Canyon Countty Clu b 
68llll'asco Re:tl 
Wdk R,-s<wt Gmup 
s~ml~l'rhale 
C'alh<dnl C.t). CA 92114 ~ t.S\10 • ~2.500 
Colloo Golr Course 
4. 1901 \\ \'all<) lll\d. PuNt.: 
Colton. C.\ 9712-1 
'" 
Cross C....,._ Golf Club K\'M 
s. 4 381\0 Glco M.:adows ~cnu-Prnatc 
remccuta. c ~ 92590 $2~0-400 
Dale Palm Countn Club LIS 
6. 16-..!00 Date Palm [>r ~l!mt-Pnv:u~..· 
latbedral l1t), (' \ 9lll4 \2.{XXI 
D<ser1 Dunes Goll C lub Hroo~~ Street 
7. 1\1-300 Palm l>r l'ubhc 
l:l<.-scn II<M Spnngs, (' \ 9 ./.l-10 S200 
O.S.rt \\lllow Gotr Rl50rt Kemper Spons 
8. l899 5 Desert \\ tllu,. Dr f'IJ~hc 
Palm ll<:s<.-rt. C \9221 I 
"" 
~ G!m Golf Club l'ri\ a rely ()v. nt'd 
9. I llOO Lagle < •len I 'I;) Pubhc 
Corona. \A 9::!1!8HI620 Open 
u-.t \ ai le' Golr Club Cboon \1.tn 1."" 
10. 16211 oWnptorn Drive Dati) I-ce 
ll.:awnonr, C \ 92221 ~I ~{XI-450(1 
El Pnodo (2 COW'5<5) 
II. 6S55 f>rne A•c I'Uhlk 
<bilk>, CA91710 N/A 
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12. ~55 I Country ("tub i>r I'IJI>Itc 
Rtaltn. C.A 92~n !"lA 
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Rivaside CA 92519 (Clooed for remodelrng) S48 
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o.-Tree Gall"c--
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18. 44291 lien~ i'".rlms llr 
Indio. ('A 92201 
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tt. 11970 BIIJ&Of Ave 
Haperla. CA 9234S 
l·mpuc Lakes 
PuNIC 
Yes 
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PubliC 
MiliWy & Sr. l>i.<COUDIS 
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1'\J.hhc· D:u I y l'ce 
N/A 
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"''" 
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$35 
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Year Buill 
Course- Qe..igner 
R~nation Phone 
1997 
Ra) R.mur\."L 
(XSX) &~4 7727 
Tvp Locnl Pro or \tanaster 
Title 
PhontJFa\ 
E·\1nil \dd....,. 
Clui't) llarpcr 
Resort '-1.uug~r 
(761.11 .1.1'1 2~79~~ I 2672 
calicnh!~prmg~u l..'.tiiCnlt!!-pnngs.c.,m 
1959 
N/,\ 
(911')) 795-24~~ 
1')71 
l>J.\ ld RaiD\ Ill~ 
(760) 12~-6'\71 
1961 
Rohen I rent Jont:"..,, Sr 
•l(}9J ~77 1711 
2(Xll 
Anhur iltlb 
(909) '06-"\402 
1972 
h.-d Rotnn.•.nn 
(M66) 465-3914 
19M9 
Rnben !"rent Jones Jr 
(760) 251-5170 
J•m/l<l'IX 
\1Kh;.&cl lluu<lan. 
Dan;, fry. John Cook 
(760) "\46-7060 
19'1'1 
I •31) Ro~cr Bwd 
(9091 272-40'3 
2000 
S'-:hnudt-CuriL') lk~i~n 
t'l'\1 I X-15-IXII-1 
1'170 
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(909) 597-17'\l/W.l-50<>1 
1\157 
I larry Ramv1lk 
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1956 
'VA 
(909) 684-8905 
1\1'15 
Arnold Palme-r 
(909) -IM 1·6663 
1955 
na 
1909 I 6')7 ·6690 
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David Smith 
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(9{~11 -llii-6(>()1/-IX 1-6763 
tnfu(n cmplrelakc,.l"'ffi 
Kiki Gartia 
llcJd (inlf Prof 
('J51) 1>'17.()(1)/J/6'17-6694 
gcncralnld~nll(il "tldhluc ncl 
Lawrence llughcs/Carcy Bi,klcr 
(909) 737-7393 
Judy Saguchl 
< icncral Manager 
(9511 737-719Jn17-7412 
www.playgn::cnrivcro.lrn 
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Billllcll 
(76<» 245-4X60 
1996 
Mthur ihlh 
(761.11 n2-7J"\4 
19~'\ 
lltlllldiJr 
(760) 244-9101 
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Car Maker to Manufacture Electric 
Cars (and J obs) in Moreno Valley 
Green will be coming to Ihe Inland Empire in more ways than one. 
A Riverside County fmn and a South Korean electric car maker inked 
a deal to manufacture e-vehicles at a factory in Moreno Valley. creat-
ing new "green" jobs. 
"This is a wm for the county and the residents who will eventual-
ly have an opponunity to work at this facility," said Riverside County 
Foreign Trade Commissioner Tom Freeman. 
"I laving Riverside County selected to host another international 
firm is sigmficant in multiple ways-job creation for one." he added. 
"And it tells us that international bustness development teams are 
investing in Riverstde County because we offer a business-friendly 
environment." 
According to Freeman. Cf &T United. a South Korean firm that 
produces electric 
vehicles and bat-
teries. has reached 
an agreement with 
MVP RV. a 
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Sidebar CT&T United to Produce 
Low Speed EVS in United States 
CT &T Korea is planning to spread its zero emissions vehicles 
from South Korea to the U.S. in the next few years. The South 
Korean automaker will create an American subsidiary called 
CT&T United to produce and market low speed EVs to American 
consumers. CT&T United is currently searching for suitable space 
for its headquarters. R&D facility and manu-
facturing plants. The company is focus-
ing heavily on Southern states such as 
Georgia. North Carolina. Alabama 
and South Carolina popular among 
foreign automakers. 
The flagship vehicles for Cf &T 
United are low speed EVs called the c-
Zone and e-Zone. The c-Zone is a diminu-
tive EV built on a golf can chassis powered by a 3.5kW electric 
motor and 8V battery pack. The more likely player in the 
American market is the e-Zone powered by a 5.0kW electric 
motor. CT&T United will offer thee-Zone with a choice of a 72V 
Moreno Valley- lead-acid battery or an equivalent continued on page 29 
based travelr------------------------------------------------------, 
trailer manufac-
turer. to use the 
company's 
vacant plant 
along Interstate 
215 to tum out 
e-cars. 
CT&T United announced plans in July to establish production 
and distribution facilities tn the western and southeastern United 
States. employing around 2.600 domestic workers over the next five 
years. fhe company said it would build "multiple facilities" in 
California. Georgia and the Carolinas. The vehicles are expected to 
go on sale in 2010. 
CT& f United is a U.S.-based subsidtary of CT&T Korea. 
A spokesperson for the N.C. Department of Commerce declined 
comment to the Busmess Journal. "I have no info to provide for 
you (regarding) this company," the spokesperson said. "We're 
looking favorabl} (at Georgia)," satd Joseph White. CJ'&T chief 
operating officer. 
Cl & I plans to build "cit} drive," mid-speed. high-speed and I 
utility vehicles as well as a vanet) of e-/.ones. The compan) is 
working \Vith Japan-based PULS Corporatton to design. test and 
sell inveners and in-wheel motors for electrical vehicles worldwide. 
Fom1er Nissan executive Young GiLee could not have imagmed 
how quickly his new venture would have expanded when its doors 
opened in 2002. In addition to produce c-Zones and e-Zones glob-
ally, CT&T Korea will market its batteries and components to after-
market customers. CT&T's successful collaboration with South 
Korean universities in developing low-speed EVs will be replicated 
with foreign universities to develop highway-capable EVs. The 
success of the cr&T United venture depends largely on this last 
development as American consumers want EVs that move faster 
STIMULATE YOUR SALES 
BY REACHING MORE POTENTIAl CUSTOMERS 
BROADEN YOUR SALES TERRITORY 
WITH BllSINESS CONNECTIONS IN All OF 
INO AND R RSIDE COUNTIE~ 
0.VfRS THE I"LAND EMPIRE 
WF BUSINESS JOURNAL 
than 35 MPH. 2910 Inland Empire Blvd., Ste. 107 
The vehicles, about the size of golf carts. will range in price I 
from $8,000 to $16,000. according to the company. Because of Ontario, CA 91764 
their size. the EVs are restricted to city streets and cannot be driven; Office: (909) 483-4700 fax: (909} 483-4705 
on freeways. l ____________  www.BusJournal.com 
----------------------------
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Motivating and Inspiring Your People in Difficult Times 
By Chris Witt 
lht'sl' da)s. 1f :ou'rl' a 
kadl'r of an) t)pl'. )OU can't 
simpl) onkr pl'opk .tround 
and l''\pCt'l thl'm to do v. hat ) ou 
\\ant. rhl') ma) folio\\ ) our 
directions. if )OU arl' v.atching, 
but oncl' tht') 're ll'fl on thl'il 
ov. n the) 'II go bad: to doing 
\\hat the) thin!-. is important. 
Leaders today. more than 
ever before. have to v. in peo-
ple's cooperation. ,\nd there 
are two main ways of doing so: 
moti>ation and inspiration. 
Although the tv. o words are 
often used interchangeabl). 
they actually mean quite differ-
ent things-depending on v. hat 
you want to achieve. 
Motivation is about mo\ ing 
people to act in a way that 
achieves a specific and imme-
diate goal. When you're moti-
vating people to do something 
they may not necessarily want 
to do. you have to offer them 
something they wanTin return. 
When coaches gi\e their 
teams a pep tall-. during half-
time, the) are using moti\ a-
tion. They want their players to 
charge back onto the field or 
the ~:our! with renewed energ) 
and focus. even though they 
may be too tired or disheart 
cned to tr). The1r re\\ard? 
Victory. 
To mothate ~our peoplt': 
Tell peoplt' exact!~ 
nhat ~ou nant tht'm to do. 
Moti\ auon IS all about gcttmg 
people to take action, so don't 
be \ague. A\oid generalities 
like, "I want 1."\Cr)onc to do 
their best." Sa). instead. "I 
need you to come in over the 
weekend so we can get thh 
project done on time." 
• L imit the amount of 
t ime or effor t tha t JOU're ask-
ing for. It's easier to ask people 
to work late work one night or 
even every mght for a week 
than to e'\pl'Ll them to worl-. 
late indefinllel). Set an end 
datl'. 
Share in the sacrifice. 
l.t·adt'rs don't <"" people to do 
\\hat they them~elvcs aren ., 
\\ illing to do. Don't tell your 
people to work owr the \\eel-.-
end if you've got plans for a 
spa day. Roll up your sleeves 
and share the load. 
Appeal to their emo-
tions. Fear focuses people's 
attention and can be an effec-
tive motivator. ("If we don't 
get this done right now. we 'II 
all lose our jobs.") But if you 
1-.eep resorting to fear. you'll 
end up de-motivating people. 
People are also motivated by-
and prefer to be motivated 
by-positive emotions like 
excitement. pride. a sense of 
belonging. and the thrill of 
achievement. 
G iYe people multiple 
reasons for doing what ~ou 
want them to do. You can gtve 
your own reason or the organi 
zation ·s reason for requesting 
the action. "If we don't get this 
project completed on schedule. 
we'll lose thl' contract." But 
the best reason of all is ah\ ays 
personal. It would he nice i r 
you could g1\e your people 
extra cl.lys otT or even a bonus. 
Or you ma) talk about some-
thing <L~ 111tangihle as the cama-
raderie that comes from h:n ing 
achic\ ed something important 
together. But things being what 
they are these day-;. the hcst 
you may be a hie to offer is the 
hope that no one -w illloSL' a job. 
Inspiration, on the other 
hand. involves changing the 
way people think and feel 
ahout themselves so that the) 
want to take positive actions. It 
taps into people's values and 
desires. 
( 'ommenccment speak-
ers - tl1l' bt.•st Ol1l's. at ll'ast 
insp1re tlwtr audienCL'S. lhl') 
tall-. about the challenges the 
graduates will face. either per-
sonally or collectl\yly. and thl· 
posslbilitlt's of making a differ-
ence. lnsptration appeals to the 
hcst aspirations of people. and 
its undcrl) tng. often unspoken 
message is "You can become 
what you want to be." o 
reward is promised. other than 
the reward that comes from 
\\ ithin: the sense of personal 
satisfaction 
As a leader anytime you 
talk about values. about identi-
ty (either the corporate identity 
or each person's identity). and 
about long-term goals. your 
intent~ whether you know it or 
not-is to inspire. 
To inspire your people: 
Be the change you 
want to inspire. YOUr reputa-
tion. your character. your 
beha\ tor will inspire people 
more than anything else. !'he 
only \\ ay to call the best out of 
others IS to expect the hcst 
from you rse I r. 
Tell a stor~. Stories 
don't tell people what to do. 
I hey engage people's imagina-
tiOns and emotions. !'he) sho\\ 
people -what they 'rl' capable nf 
hccomtng or of d01ng. 
Appeal to people's 
\alue S) stem. Ask them to act 
111 a \Hty that is consistent with 
the \·alues the) themsel\es pro-
fess. 
Trust people. When 
you're inspiring people. )Ou're 
nottelhng them exact!) what to 
do or giving them precise 
directions. You're empowering 
them to he their hest, trusting 
that they will then do the right 
thing. And the right thing the) 
do ma) not he what you \\ere 
C\pecting: it nU) be something 
hl')Ollll )OUr \\ildest expecta 
(lOllS . 
Challenge them. 
People aren't insp1red by doing 
the ordinary or by meeting 
e'\pectations. lhe) 're inspired 
b) the exertion. creativit;. and 
sacrifice needed to exceed 
\\hat they themselves thought 
possible. 
Moti\ation and inspiration 
aren't the sole province of pro-
fessional speal-.ers and preach-
ers. l'hey're tools leaders usc 
all the time 111 one-on-one 
conversations. 111 meetings. and 
111 formal presentations to 
bring out the hcsl in their peo-
ple. It's just a maller or 1-.now-
ing the right time and the right 
situation. 
When there's an immediate. 
short-term. and speci fie goal 
that you want your people to 
achieve. you need to motivate 
them. When you want to shape 
people's identity and then 
long-term aspirations and com 
mitments. )OU need to insp1re 
them. 
Antoine de Saint-bupcry. 
the l"rench aviator and author 
of "I he L111le Prince." \\rotc. 
"If you \\ant to build a ship, 
don't drum up the men to gath 
t'r \\OOd. <.I1V1de the worl-. and 
gi\C orders. lnstl'ad teach 
tlwm to yearn for the vast and 
endkss sea" Soml'llmes you 
need to do hot h. 'I ou need to 
enlist and organite people to 
do .t spectlic l'""sk to build a 
sh1p ac~:ording to specs. on 
tmw and on budget and 
sometimes you need to actl\ate 
people's desires and stand 
aside. Who knm\s. you ma; he 
surprised hy what they do. 
For addirional inj(mnarion, 
call Chris Wirr ar 619-295 ·8411 
or ri.1i1 uwu.lt"illcom.com. 
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STOCKCHAKT 
THE GAINERS 
lop five. hy percentage 
Compam Current 
Close 
·remecula Valley Bancorp Inc O.Q3 
Ph}'lcian.-, l·onnula Holdings Inc 1.95 
Han...en Na1uml Corp 33.09 
CVB hnanc1al Corp 7.69 
Wat'iOil PhamJ<tceutical' Inc 35.24 
American States Water Co 
Basin Water Inc (L) 
Channell Commercial Corp (L) 
CVB Financial Corp 
Emrise Corp 
Hansen Natural Corp 
HOT Topic Inc 
K Fed Bancorp 
National RV Holdings inc 
Outdoor Channel Holdings Inc 
Physicians Formula Holdings Inc 
Provident Financial Holdings Inc 
Temecula Valley Bancorp Inc (L) 
Vineyard National Bancorp (L) 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc (H) 
~ 
Month 
0.02 
1.62 
31.01 
7.~ 
14.73 
Ticker 
AWR 
BWTRQ 
CHNL 
CVBF 
ERI 
HANS 
HOTT 
KFED 
NRVHQ 
OUTD 
FACE 
PROV 
TMCV 
VNBC 
WPI 
Point %Chan~:c 
Chanec 
O.Ql 
0.33 
2.00 
0.15 
051 
50.(Y'/r 
20.4l'fr 
6.7o/r: 
2.{)')( 
t.5~r 
8/21/09 
Close Price 
33.95 
0.0-f 
0.08 
7.69 
1.27 
33.09 
7.44 
9.03 
0.03 
7.43 
1.95 
7.48 
0.03 
0.05 
35.24 
THE LOSERS 
lop five. h) percentage 
!::Qmpan:t Current Bee. of PQint %!:bane~ 
Close Month Chan~:c 
Bastn Water Inc 0 .0-f 0.05 -0.01 -15.7"f 
Vineyard Nauonal Bancorp 0.05 0.06 -0.01 -11.7% 
American States Water Co 33.95 36.'35 -2.40 -6.6rlr 
Emrise Corp 1.27 1 34 -0.07 -5.2% 
llOTTop1c Inc 7.44 7 73 ·0.29 -3.8o/c 
7131/09 %Ch~. 52 Week 52 Week Curn:nt PIE Exchan~e 
Open Price Month Hi~h Low Ratio 
36.35 -6.6 41.20 27.00 21.1 NYSE 
0.05 -15.7 2.87 0.0-f NM AMEX 
0.08 0.0 0 .75 0 .03 NM AMEX 
7.54 2.0 20.00 4.91 11.5 NASDAQ 
1.34 -5.2 2.85 0.65 NM NYSE 
31.01 6.7 44.02 20.52 24.5 NASDAQ 
7.73 -3.8 13.87 4.61 14.3 NASDAQ 
9.37 -3.6 10.60 6.15 25.8 NASDAQ 
0.03 0.0 0.08 0.01 NM AMLX 
7.58 -2.0 9.11 3.50 185.8 NASDAQ 
1.62 20.4 7.46 0.92 15.0 NASDAQ 
7.60 -1.6 10.00 4.00 NM NASDAQ 
0.02 50.0 7.75 0.00 NM AMEX 
0.06 -11.7 2.20 0.02 NM AMEX 
34.73 1.5 35.64 20.17 16.4 NYSE 
Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L) - Stock hit fifty two week low during the month. NM- Not Meaningful 
MANNERINO 
L AW OFF CES 
"lAws were m11de to be broUn" 
Christopher Nordt, May, 183() 
"Had laws not been, we IU!Ver had b«n blam 'd; for 
not to know we sima 'dis iiUIOCence" 
Sir William Davenant 
1606-1668 
10681 Foothill Blvd., Suite 280 Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730 
Tel. (909) 980-0630 Fax. (909) 948-8674 
Duff & Phelps, LLC 
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financial 
advisory organizations. All stock data on this page IS provided by 
Duff & Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable. No recom-
mendation is intended or implied. (31 0) 689-0070. 
Hansen Natural Corp 
CVB Financial Corp 
HOT Topic Inc 
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc 
Basin Water Inc 
D&P/IEBJ Total Volume Month 
Advances 
Declines 
Unchanged 
New Highs 
New Lows 
5 
8 
2 
4 
30,268,569 
20,961,366 
14,729,719 
12,868,457 
2,013,279 
87,334,735 
In the hcgmning \\a' the 
\\'ord. Mrerr>-oft \\'onl. 
Combmed w tth tho: 
(>(m crPmnt and 1':-.c..:l spread-
heel program,, 11 he arne 
Mterosolt 011tet•. I hat I.x•got 
other " une " of program pa~·k­
ages from other softw arc com-
panics. 
Inc Clans \\'orks word pro-
ccs rng program became 
Apple\\orb and t:. nO\\ a part 
of tWork. i\\ork t'Onsists of 
Pages. the 'inturtt\e \\Ord pro-
ce sing and page lay out" pro-
gram. umber5. the "tntulli\C, 
surpmmgly powerful spre.td-
sheet " and Ke) note, the 
"mcrcdtble presentation " pro-
gr<llll. 
Of course. the \1tLTO oft 
Office has been a\,tilahle in 
tAC format for orne ttmc now. 
A we ha\c reported earlier. 
there are many who thmk the 
\1AC vcrsron of \\ord b adual-
1) better than the PC ver~ion. 
Be 1 of all. the whole thmg 
work cross-platfoml. I h.ll 
mean that tho c people who a.re 
a PC should be able to read what 
I end them from m) IVIAC. 
Truth to tell, that doe n't 
alway work. J don't know \\hy. 
It may ha\e something to do 
with my AOI . It may be because 
I am runmng Office for MAC' 
'08 and they ha\C an 
older cdtuon. 
COMPtJTCR. 
iWork Therefore iLife 
By J. Allen Leinberger 
fonnat that works ltkl' .1 photo. 
Inc file c.tnnot be changed or 
t•dited !rom the I'D I. It ts ''hat It 
is wht•n it comes mer. !lind that 
usmg PDr eliminates the prob 
lem ol "I can't opl'n your file." 
\\hat tht• i\\ ork '09 pro-
grams are largl' on ts animatiOn. 
\fo\lng wonh and objects m 
onkr 
mal\c ) our 
~pre enta ~ 
~ tions get 
~~ attention. ~ 
· P,1ge~ == 
'09 offers p-
180 
for page la)OUb. Let's face tt. 
Nothing is more daunting than a 
blank page. Gl\ en enough ttkas 
a~ to where to st.trt, )OU will 
ha\ c more tunc to create and 
cxpres. Pages help you in th· 
creation of nc\\ sic tiers, post..:rs. 
flyers and more. Ami )C~. like I 
~aid. it will tr,msfcr to Microsoft 
\\'ord. 
So too will ~umocrs '09, the 
pplc cqui\alcnt of heel. 
Cnlikc Excel tl olfers a more 
freeform system in order to cre-
ate graphtc • cha.rts and tahle . 
Ke) nott', the \pple \ersion ol 
I'O\\erl\nnt, olti.•r tht• \1agtc 
\lm t' am mat ion fun~:tron .h 
\\ell as 3D chart ammation. 
If the t\\orks packagt' is thl' 
alphanumeri~: progr..tm, the 1 !.til' 
\\Otks for tho: other sid..: of the 
hr.un. It handles the 
more 
esotcnc \alues ol music, mmtes 
and sound. You might call it 
il ifcStyle~ or the liberal arts 
program. 
I h.: la\oritc portion of il.ife 
around the Business Journ.tl 
oflices is the iPhoto function. In 
pa t year it has been the place 
to file and catalog digital ptc-
ture . ~ow the dates for the 
photo tile are automatic. You 
c.111 C\ en scan through your col 
lecuon and the comput~:r tells 
) ou what month and ) ear ) ou 
arc m. 
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But thl' btg nl'\\ s this )t'<U is 
thl' !a( tal r\.'(llgnttion progr .un. 
Just ltke the I B1 and llomelanli 
St.'eurit) programs. although 
pl'rhaps not quite .ts sophtsti~:at 
t'd, it can pick out all on ) our 
pictures of )OUr \\tlt•. It rna) 
.1lso meludt.' h~:r stster .md a 
''oman from the l,1st tnp to the 
Qut en ,\fan '' ho h.ts the s.une 
hairst)k. hut )OU can ddt.'tt' 
those and tighten the focus It 
can CH'n ptck Ill} cat, Junior, to 
m.1kc .l file of photo on him 
Its Gl'S function also t•an 
collect prctures b) gt.'ograph). 
All ol those Queen Han pho-
tos ~:an be brought together and 
separ,ued from all of those l'arrs, 
I mnce photos. Should )OU wrsh, 
)OU can attach your photos to 
I acebook and/or Fltcker, as well 
ch create slide how theme~ and 
travel books. !'hat lx-ah boring 
the neighbors w Jth a 2 holll sit de 
show. 
il ife's OarageBand started 
out a.s a sw~:et ltttle recording 
program that would let you Ia) 
down a \ ocal track and add your 
instrumentation and then mtx 
evef) thmg together. In the '09 
packages, Garagd~and still does 
that. as well as comerting to 
MP3 and downloading to )OUr 
iPod or burning to ..t CD. it also 
colltmued 011 page 33 
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CO~R.PORATE EVENT 
Plan a Memorable Corporate Event, Despite the Current Economy 
By Jejf Ci\•il/ico 
In Imlay's economy. man) 
meeting planners !eel that the) 
ha\e their hands tied. I he) 
want to create a memorable 
eH'nt for thl'tr attendees. hut 
they know they ha\e to he mor..: 
mindlul than e\er ol e\pl'nses. 
I hey al o h.tve to '' atch pcr-
leptlon. So C\ en i 1 the) sta) 
umkr budget for their meeting, 
tl ,tttendees pcrcet\e the e\l:nt 
to he filled with wasteful 
spending. then all thctr h.ml 
\\Ork WtiJ h\.' Cfltie11ed. 
Unlortunately, the "enter-
t,unment" is olten the area that 
people cut corners on dtning 
thetr planning. I he) perCel\ e 
entertatnment as a luxur} Item 
tl1.1t they can eliminate or get 
for \W) cheap. In rt•ality. your 
entertainment is the one thing 
you should ne\er cut. no matter 
how ml'agcr your budget. 
\\h)? lkeausc the enter-
t:unml'nt is what attendees will 
rem em hrr. It's w h.tt e\ okes 
emotions and memon..:s tn p..:o-
plc. It· \\hat brings people 
together and what ultunatel) 
trengthens your hr,md. 
h rntiall). )Our entt'rtain-
mrnt can lx' .Ill) thing ... 1 coml' 
dian. a moll\ ,l!ional speaker, or 
anyone\\ ho adds \ alue to )OUr 
C\ ent. \nd ) es, sometimes ) ou 
htrc an act lor pure entertain-
ment purposes onl) .md not to 
deli\et a message. hut that 
entertainment must also match 
your company's image. 
The bottom line is that peo-
ple won't talk about the signs 
or the centerpieces after the 
C\Cnt, hut they will remember 
and tell stories about the enter-
tainment. as that\ what deli\-
ers the "wow" factor to any 
meeting. So whether you're 
planning an internal company 
meeting, an association trade 
show, or an C\ent for the gener-
al public, he sure to usc the fol-
lowing guidelines so )OU can 
create a memorable 
event. .. without brcaktng the 
hank. 
l. Lock in ~our entertain-
ment first. 
Most people do this step 
hack w .trds. I he) 1 irst decide 
on their location. food. center-
pieces. promo it~ms. etc. I he) 
then tr) to htr..: their entertain 
ment with w halt'\ cr money 1s 
left 0\er. But if you're pa)ing 
mort• for) ou1 chet•se plate than 
lor )Our cntrrtamment, )Ou're 
mak10g a big mistake. Sinct' 
your entcrtammcnt is what 
tnO\es peoplt· to action, )OU 
need to make finding just the 
right person/act ) our first prior 
it). You can alw a) s scak' hack 
your rood or do simple ccntt.'r-
pieces, because attendees rea II) 
don't care about those thmg . 
I he) care .Jhout the message 
the) walk aw :t) w llh and 
that's what ) our ent~:rt:unment 
prm 1des. 
2. Look for entertainment 
that is "self-contained." 
11 possible. hire a one-
man/woman show as opposed 
to a hand or group that rt•quires 
sr\cral people to perform and 
to oprrate the ound. Aside 
from the f,tct th,ll group entcr-
tamment t) ptc.tlly co ts mor..: 
than a single person .let, )OU 
also don't want to keep tabs on 
or \\Orr) about multiple p..:ople 
showing up and doing their job. 
A one·pcrson show also goes a 
long wa) toward perception. 
Your audience wtll naturally 
assume a multi -pl'rson enter-
tainment act is more c:-.penshe 
than a single person perform-
ing. I hcrelore. this is one sim-
ple way to get more hang for 
)OUr buck ... and a lot fewer 
headaches in the process. 
3. Hire someone unique. 
Rather than simply hir..: a 
"comedian" or ,1 "speaker," get 
specific with what you really 
want. You likely want omeom· 
who can help )OU deliver a tar-
gl'tcd me~~age and who has a 
certain st) le that matches )OUr 
compan) 's image. Do )OUr 
research to find that person. I·or 
example, tl )OUr compan) ts 
litness-oriented. )OU'd lil\el) 
w.tnt 'orncor1c who doe hrgh-
ent•rg) prrlorrn.mces rather 
th.tn someone who is more sub-
dued \\hen ) ou pend the time 
to lmd an enlt'rt,uner who can 
rnhancc) our cum pan)· brand, 
) ou help neall' that "wow" fac-
tor for ) our audtcncc. 
Also rt•memhl'r that corpo 
ratl' cntertamment is cornplt.'tc-
1) diflert.'nt lrom regul.tr cntcr-
t:unrnent. An .1udienee for a 
night club or cruise ship act 
will he much more rela\ed than 
a husiness audience. Corpor.ltt' 
people e\pect the entertainer to 
speak thetr language to usc 
acron) ms and to n.tme drop. 
l he) 'II he much more critical 
ol w hoc\ cr is perform mg. 
I herclore. your goal i lor 
.tttendces to say, "I hat enter-
tainer was perfect lor us." 
4. Look for ri,ing star,. 
I here are countless enter-
t.uner who arc not household 
name (and who don't ha\C the 
extr:n .tgant pnce tag att,tchcd 
w tth tho c names) hut who will 
till do .1 lantastic job. I he e 
arc )OUr nsmg star . I ind these 
people .md ) ou 'II look ItJ.;e a 
hero. Just becau e you can't 
at lord to pa) 20.000 lor a 
well-known performer doesn't 
mean )OU can't have a good 
how. Ask around. be specific 
tn )Our se.tr~:hes, and )Ou'll 
find the person \\ ho makes 
C\Cr)one s,1y, "Wow! \\'h..:rc 
dtd ) ou find this guy?" 
5. Don't forget the MC. 
commuecl on page 39 
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Education and California's Future 
By David W. Stewart 
School of Business Administration and 
The A. Gary Anderson Graduate School of 
Management University of California, Rh•erside 
The California Public Policy Institute has recently released a 
report that California will have a shortage of one million college 
graduates by 2025 if current trends continue. 
(http://www.J2J2ic.or.gfcontent/pubs/report!R 609HJR.pd0. This same 
report indicates that there will be more workers with a high school 
diploma or less than jobs that these individuals can fill. But, trends 
are not continuing. Rather. California continues to disinvest in edu-
cation at an alarming rate. Cuts in state spending on education. at all 
levels. have been dramatic during the current budget crisis. This 
means the gap between jobs and educated workers is likely to grow 
and become even larger unless there is dramatic and immediate 
change. 
California also has unique educational needs. Across the United 
States only one student in 10 in K-12 is learning English (as they are 
learning the more traditional academic subjects). In California that 
figure is one in four. This imposes unique costs on the educational 
system. It also makes the system appear less effective when success 
is measured in terms of absolute test scores rather than the increase 
in test scores that occurs as a result of education. This unique need 
also plays itself out at UCR where 50% of the undergraduate student 
body consists of first generation college students. Education is and 
has long been the most important route to social mobility in the 
United States. That mobility is now threatened by a lack of invest-
ment in education. 
But, there is a more insidious problem that threatens the very 
future of California. The CPPI forecast assumes that jobs will contin· 
ue to be created in California. But the reality is that markets work. If 
businesses cannot find qualified workers, they will move where they 
can find them. This means that in absence of qualified workers those 
one rnilhon jobs will not be located in California; they will go else-
where. These will be higher paying jobs and the taxes associated with 
these JObs will also go elsewhere. The loss of these jobs will cost the 
state a s1gruficant sum. 
}\simple thought experiment is illustrative. Ignoring inflation and 
many other unknowns. let's assume that each of these one million lost 
JObs will annually produce $1 0 thousand in income tax, $1 0 thousand 
m sales tax. and $10 thousand in property taxes. What is the value of 
these one rniJlion JObs to the state in increased tax payments? The 
answer IS $30 billion a year. This is a third of the states' current budg-
et and IS certainly a very conservative estimate. It also does not even 
begm to consider corporate taxes that companies rrught not pay if 
they left California. Nor does it consider the impact on quality of life, 
business growth, mnovation, or the ability of the state to attract new 
busmesses. Neither does it consider the' costs associated with the 
detenorabon of the state's mfrastructure or increased pressures on 
SOCial servu:es Note that these consequences are just the losses; they 
do not mclude the remaining considerable positive returns to educa-
bon. 
Any econoinic analysis demonstrates that disinvestment in edu-
cation has damaging long-term consequences. It is also well estab-
lisbed that education plays a critical role in the economic develop-
ment and success of regions and countries. There are certainly bases 
·to clebUe the best way to deliver education and the optimal allocation 
of teiOUices lmlODg educational institutions. There is no basis for a 
debate about mvesting in education unless we are also agreed that we 
want to bve m a po<Rr state with a lower quality of life in the future. 
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JOBING.COM Acquires the 
Cheesman Group 
Jobing.com announced its acquisition of The Cheesman 
Group. including the recruitment industry's leading third party 
news and opinion Website, Cheezhead.com. The financial 
terms of the deal were not disclosed. 
As part of the acquisition. Cheesman Group founder, Joel 
Cheesman, a recognized expert in the field of recruitment and 
interactive marketing, will be joining Jobing.com as senior 
vice president. Cheesman will be focusing on enhancing the 
organization ·s activities with on I ine marketing inc I ud ing S EO, 
SEM, content. blogs, video publishing and interactive market-
ing. 
"There's no question that Joel is one of the strongest 
thought leaders in our industry. and he likes to challenge the 
status quo," said Aaron Matos. founder and CEO of 
Jobing.com. "His experience in online marketing and his 
extensive involvement with multiple job boards and recruit-
ment related ventures. makes him a huge asset to the 
Jobing.com team. We are incredibly excited to have one of the 
most respected and knowledgeable players in the industry join 
us in providing great information and resources to our clients." 
"My knowledge and experience can obviously help Jobing 
grow in a variety of different ways," Cheesman stated. "My 
immediate focus will be to use my skills to help the organiza-
tion enhance its online marketing initiatives and to help Jobing 
advance its interests and provide better service for its clients 
and target market. I have a lot of respect for Aaron and his 
team and I'm looking forward to ~ombining our organizations 
to better serve the market and continuing Jobing 's growth." 
The company plans changes for the Cheezhead .com 
Website to align it with Jobing.com ·s overall mission and 
objectives to connect local continued on page 26 
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Inland Empire's Largest Hotels . 
Uuu£.,·clh\ \umht·rofNomtl\ t (11/fllllf(d t'l/ /'cl!..:t :;--. 
llolel I of Room'i lotal \trelina \Ia.,. Sq. fL Rah." Ran.z~ \mt:nitie-s fop Local t'\KUiht 
\ddr~-, I of Suites Sq. Fl. E'\hibit \rea (\In} b• 11tl• 
( lt.>, Slate, Zip l ar~e-c..t Group St:a.....orwl) Phont: &. Fa\ 
f:.\tall AddrKS 
La Quinta R<SOI"t & Club 1.0~0 I>U,IXXl 1700 22'\ 1.25!1 B.C ,CR •• ".FP.G.GS.H.I.L, Ralph Vkk 
I. -l9--41J'-> l·Iscnht,wcr l>r 117 l.'llO "i.OC ,P.R.RS.S.SR.ST,T, \\ I •<ncral Managcr 
I .a Quuua C'A \.P25" f7W> ~-~ 111m1 5~06 
rvtck(n laqumlareson com 
\.lnrrloU'c, De.-..crl Springs R~rt & Spa ')(.I ~•.ooo 24.Sih ~175-NS B.C.CR,f".FP,G,GS, 1\.~n Schwortz 
2. 7-JX<ii"' C muury ( 'Juh Dr ~· <.o~o II,I.L,,.P.R,T,\\ ( ·~ncTJl \tanager Palm I>cs..:rt ( \ ')2260 (760) '-II l211fl41 17'Y 
\\ W\\ &:.~rtspnn 1n.,;um 
Renais.-.anct- Fsnlt'ralda Resort ~(,() ~2000 165()1) SIW 399 B. C', R.F .FP.G.GS. Tim Sullivan 
3. 
-1-1400 ln<h n W Us Lane 22 2.000 II.I.L,,.P.R,T,\\ (ICDCr.ll Manager 
h•lr.m \1 .... ( \ ''2210.9'171 760 17"-4+14 "11>187 
um.m ulll\:.lll{'t mamon.com 
PechanRa RHort and Casino '22 40.(}()(l 4<.(}()() SIO'J .I{"J B.C ,CR.F.FP.G.GS.H.I.L, }'ritz Johnwn 
4. .S"JOOO Pl'<.'hanga Pl~) 
" 
()(l(} '\ P.R,RS.S.SA.SD,\\ General \bnagcr 
lcnlCL'Uia. <A 92..."192 (951 S~Hl4!\-IK•?~ 741U 
IJOlmson(a:pechanga com 
Hyatt Grand Champions R<SOI"t 41<0 100000 20.000 ~9-) 600 B.C,F.Fl',G.GS.H Allanfarw.rl 
5. -'46()(l tndl.ut Wdls In 54 ~ ~()() I.L S.P.R,T,W l.cncral Manager 
h•han Well<. ( \ <l22JO t76!H '-II HXl0/674-1182 
www hyau randchamp1ort rom 
W~tln Mh..-..lon Hill~ Resort 412 h5.0UO 17,<25 \<)!.).~') B,C',F,FP,G,GS,H,I,L,'o,OC, Ken Pilgrim 
6. 7)1;\'\ Dutah Shun: l>fi\!C 40 I.~(X) •May he Sca.snnal P.R,RS.S.SA.ST,T,\\ ( rCrlCr.tl Manager 
Randx, Mtr.tl!C. ( \ 912.70 (7W) <2~-~Y55m l-211X 
kt..'Tl.JHlenn{a..\\c un ~om 
DoubloTtoe 11-1 Ontario 46< 25.000 12XOO ~XY-20'J B,C.CR,F.FP,GS.H,J.L. s-ntShabln 
7. 222 N ~lneyard "'• 21 2.(}()() N.OC.P.R,RSS.SD.sT,W.X ( .cneral Manqcr 
Ontano, ('A 917M (909) <J37.(}1}()(JfJ37.(}999 
baMam shahin@hilton oom 
Rancho Las Palmas R.,..,rt & Spa 4'0 41.1Xl0 12.900 \'').1'\0 B,CR.F.FP,G.GS.HJ, \ictor \\ooo 
8. 41!XKI flo~ ll<>pc Dr 22 l.lJ~O L,'li,P.R.T.W.C (;eocr.d Manager 
Rand10 \lrragc (A 92270 (7601 :\M-2727 :;ox.5l<-15 
"'""'<a'rancholasJ"'Imas <'Oro 
Palm Sprinp Rlvlora Resort 4W ~O.(}()(l 19.670 NA B.C,F,Fl',GS.H,I.L. KariKnpr 
9. 1600 Nonh lndlall ( anyon Dr. "\6 I.OIXl 8K ~xiO's N,OC,P,R.RS,T,X ( M2lenl Manaaer 
P•lm Spnngs, C"A 92262-1602 (760) '27-8311132.~-8572 
www psn'VlCI'a com 
\\-yndham Palm Springs 410 <O.IMXI 12.571 ql'/·24'1 C .CR,F.FP,GS, O.nnls Woa...,r 
10. XXX I· l"ahquH/ C.tn}UII \\ay I~X 2.(KXI H,I.L,S.P.R,W,X ( rcncr.t.l ~tanager 
P.llm Sprmg\, < A 92262 (7hOJ <22.fo(KJ0/4H,.29!l0 
V.\\V..V.)1'k.lham com 
Aaua Callento Casino Rosort USA 3-1(1 15.!KXI 5.6<5 $1\'100 B.C,CR.F,FP,GS,H,J, David Fendrkk 
II. 32-2~0 lloh llopc l>r 2h l)(l(} P .R.RS.S.SA.SD.SR.ST, W (()() 
Rand•' Mnagc CA '12270 (760) '21-2000/202 2128 
www bocwaleTCa.<UlO com 
II Ilion Ontario ~lrport '0'.1 I 'N<' '.100 \99 2'" BS,C,CB.CR.F.FP.G,GS, SoUPolsooo 
11. 700 ~ lla1o n \\c 14 71-0 2 4:10 II.I.L.'Ii .P.R.RS.S.S A.\\. X ( >CilCr.d \lan3ger 
Onrar"'· ( \ 917M !90919X0.().100J').II-67SI 
octl pr'tssoo((i:btltnn t."Uffi 
Ontario Alrporl Marriott ~1)9 22000 ~·Joo 79-2'1J B.C,CR,F,FP, R.pc--.y 
IJ. 22ll01 llolt Rlvd 6 5'0 GS.H.I.L.N.P.R.RS.S. Gco<ral Manager 
Ontano.l \91761 SA,SD,T,W,X (1/09 ~~ 5· 51 
rpla umtonebocc com 
Rhnc..ictt \1arriolt 2')2 14.411X \6(10 l-l9aD..t up B.C'.C'R.F.FP.GS.IIJ.L.'Ii. Tom Donah.,. 
14. '-!lXI \1arl I \t 24 )00 1 BantJUd) OC.P.R.RS.SDSf,\\.X ( .cneral \lanagcr 
RI\C'fSIIk: ( \ 'J2'td "i{)O( llte.:.tkr Slyll') (Y'Il 7 6-71~N.'I 7127 
Dora! Palm O...rt Prlncoss R...,rt 1}(~ I~IXIO 18.000 ~R'I 2l~ C,CR.F,FP.G,GS.H, EU.Zod 
\s. 67%7 Vtsla l hut(• 13 740 I,L.N.P,R.T.W,X General Marla$cr 
( achcdralt uy CA '12234 ( 611) '22 7000{-122.f>8S3 
ehc t.odll htn:u com 
Palm SprlnJIS Uillon Rt!;Ort 2W 15.(XXl IO.(K)() ~XI-'25 C.C'R.Fl'.GS.H.I,I..F. Allab Dada 
16. 400 I lahlJIIII.I Can)''n \\a) 71 7(l(} S,P.R.T.W.X < ,c;ncral \tanager 
Palm Sprmgs, ( \92262 17601' ().M(Jl!/320-2126 
"\\"Vo Juh n. .. :um 
Hilton San llornudlno 2~1 130(l(} 5000 II 27~ P.GS.R. W,H,RS.CR,I,S,x,L.N.SD, n.. ,Jellllmo 
17. 21151 I l<ospualuy J.n. 12 (\(10 FP, MIDI Rel'rlpnlon C.aoerai~ 
San llcmardu•'· ( A 92408 coonp. La colloe Ia lobby 909 ~1331381 
www~.billl&aa 
Mission Inn Hotol & Spa 2W 17.1100 'SIA 1'1().14110 B.C.CR,F,GS. Jim M<Callouab 
18. "fl .. tt) M1s..~l(ln Inn ".\c 29 2-10 I.R.L.H.N.P. General~ 
RI\CNidc, C·\ ~''\01 • W.X.RS.S.SD.ST (951) 7114-0300{7S2-7197 
Jmc<-ullough((llmrs.•Kl!Ullll com 1·--C.C-..'W' CB•C~C~~ CllcC~CodMJi/1'-:CR.C«-RIM t•F- iril7f:I'•F ,..,.., G-G«{C..w CS~.sa.p H ,_,.._,..,._ __ 
......,_ oc--.c""""l I'• 11•11- RS·-S.,.;c. S.S,...SA s-.r.SD-St--.SR...--.sr-s... T.-_ T T- W -odl'«<o,.. X=Tro.flnji.--N>ptttt ~ 
NA. '1111 NettApf'IICabil W\D. Ki-JUid fltll o 1scJou na ttOt UI'Oi/ublt Tht' lnjontflll•on mlhtobo,.,. list ,.11J obtiJJIIId/rrJIIf tNcompwua luwd To tltt INsrcfC~Mr ~Wfltt' IN •ff/ot"'ffat•on JIIPpll~ u ikYMTrllr 41 ofprru D,., 'Mult' 1wrv tJfD11 u flttltU IOftUIIrtdw 
ti«IUfll7 ond tltomuKhftt'-l of tN tw. omu .. uon.f and t\J'f'traphirol aron wmrtllrtt'! (I(('W Pltwt HtWI cormtiO'LS ~ od<bt"''n Oft C'llfriP"") lrnfflkoad w ~ JrtlfUtli fAtplrr BILtiMJJ JOIITJftJI PO Bot /979, Nanclto Ci.k amonga CA 91729 /91'9 Rt'~ 
by NrtttJ lNMaJI. Copm~ht ]0(1J bv /flU 
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Lake Arrowhead ... 
continued from pg. I 
Council. 
From th~ s~riously injur~d. 
to those suff~ring from the 
exposure to hlasts from lED's. 
to those who are in physical 
therapy and thos~ who have 
been m~dically r~tir~d. th~ 
Warrior Foundation assists thes~ 
men and women in a wide vari-
ety of ways. The Warrior 
Foundation has no salaries or 
administrative fees so I 00% of 
all monies rais~d and donations 
given go directly to th~ 
Warriors. 
As a very special thank you 
to those serving our country. the 
Lake Arrowhead Resort and Spa 
is offering a complimentary one 
or two night mid-week stay to 
all servicemen and women who 
are part of the Warrior 
Foundation. 
This offer is valid Sunday 
through Thursday through Dec. 
30, 2009. This offer is based on 
availability. 
Custom-Built ... 
continued from pg. 3 
Custom-Bill Metals' Vail shin-
gle products falls under the 
direction of newly hired Mike 
Mcinnis, national sales distribu-
tion manager, who for the last 
eight years worked solely with 
roofing distributors in the 
Western United States. 
Unique in the marketplace. 
Vail Titan Select metal shingles 
are an Energy Star-rated prod-
uct, with most colors currently 
approved by the Cool Roof 
Rating Council (CRRC) as part 
of an overall ratings program 
from leading 'cool' coating 
company PPG. This new CRRC 
rating qualifies the majority of 
colors offered by Custom Bill 
Metals for tax credits as well as 
• enabling valuable points 
towards green building ratings 
such as LEED certification. 
To learn more about 
CIIStom-Bilt Metals' Vail line of 
metal and copper shingles and 
atJw eMrgy-efficient products, 
log onto www.custombiltmet-
ols.com/products. 
September 2009 
~ Pomona Valley 
~Habitat 
, , I f for Humanity® 
For more information visit 
WWWJNibltatP¥.GfW or call (901) 596-7098 
Donttions to PomonaValev Habitat for Humanity 
cab~' rtl•Uftt fl>: 
2111 Bonita Avenue. Laverne. CA 91750 
J 
j 
J 
'l 
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Banks in the Inland Empire 
Utm"ulh\ I ota/ h\tl\a,of \ llt:II\I.!;; , !IJIJIJ t(llffll!lftdt'llf'll!..,'t ~-
Bank "'an-.e T011giblc .\sool> $ '<- Tanglbl~ Capital % Tangible Capital 'lc Rlsk-Ba><d IncomeS Top Local Euc·uti~t"!fiU~ 
Addrn..\ ( lludquartrrs) '\ Chang• ( R.O.A.E.) Ratio Capital Ratio Addr- CI.E.) if dif!'<tnJ 
C ity, Stat<. Zip City, Stat<, Zip 
Phon</Fu 
E· MaliAddrtSS 
Bank or America CaJtrornla 2~56.0~9.674.000 5.11% 7.221'< I~ '1'1% 7.47UM2.1XXI K-D.~'IID 
I. tOO N. Tryon St. ·li.XO'll 11570 4th So 
Ch:trlouc.. .. NC 2X255 Rancho Cu,-amooga. CA 917:10 
(909) 980.0287 
www bankofamt.~ca.t.'ofll 
J .P. Morgan Bank & Trust, N.A. 2 .026.642:.000,CXJO 640% 5.14"< 1111 % 4.~62.000.000 ja..,.. Dlmon/CHJ 
l. .270 l'ark Ave 10.11'1; M 10..~ \.1.alhkc:n ~\vc:, 
Nc..., Ynrk ~y 10017 Ran~.-ho ('u\,.·amonga. (' \ 917~ 
(90'll <J'9-lS71J{27().1C..!X 
wv.'W JpmCtrgan cnm 
<:Ill bonk I !W~ 513.000000 tlJQ 6.25% !662% ~ sn.ooo.ooo Vlkram Sbonkar PliiiCIIt.ICEO 
J. 199 l ... t.rk -\ve ~.70% wm s .. ..,tone Rd 
"'ew y,,.~. 'iY HKl-11 Randlo C u<amonga. ( 'A '117:10 
(800) 627 1999/(909) 948-761 R 
www ctllhank. com 
Well~ Fa.rxo & Company 1.2R4 ,176.000.000 11.14~ 6.09'1; ll.K4'11' 6.2 t7.1Kl0,000 John G. Slump(/( I 0 
4. 4:!0 .~1untgumc()· St 
-051% '\120 Mnrrno Sl. 
San I r~uh.:t\t.'tl , Cl\9-S104 Mnntdaar. CA 917tl3-1Ci23 
(XXK\ 2411 1102/(415119t>M29 
John.q \tumrlfn wcllsl.ugn.t.""tllll 
l 'nlon Bank. N.A. 735~1.'ll7,01kl -4 ~5 t 6.11'1; to.l>91t 90.'24.1XIO M_..l Tanalui/CEO 
5. 4(XJ ('altfonua St. 11.05% 1998 Inland Empon: lltvd. 
San I ran(;l<s<.'o, CA 1)4104 (Jntano CA 91764 
(9091944 1'1411(415) 7M·l~07 
nwaako.lanaka(alUIUOilbank C<llll 
Bank or lh~ West 1>2.270.27~.000 .(>_48'7. 7.61'11' 10.45% 228.112.000 J . Mtcha<l Sb<phtNI/t'Hl 
6. I XO Montgomery St ·21.R1% ~~II I Ia\ CO Ave. 
San I ranost.o. CA ()4104 Ranch•> Cucan•oop, (' '\ 91710 
(9(19) 9-11·2221171>5-IS'iX 
"""-w.banl<~tlhewest~.:om 
Cit• National Bank 17.110.13~.000 2229( X.t~ 1204% 30009.000 R-'ID.~T:O 
7. 5~:i S !lower St 1994% 1613 lnlmd Emp!R Blvd. 
I mAngel<<. CA 90071 Ontano CA 91764 
(909) 48l·247W48l·2472 
wwwcubcan 
Flrst-Citluns Bank & Trust t4.601.0'i6.(Xl0 5.21~ X.l)% 1~.90% 14.1>21,000 frank Brown Hokll .. Jr. 
8. 2"Q I ayl'ltnalk' St . Mall q()'l Chad I .xc~.uti\'C Oflu .. 'Cr 
Rakogh. NC 27501 ('11'117H>705UI7RI-6526 
W"W (lfSl~IIIJ.en.\.CUffi 
Eut WatBank 12.70SJ~>2.000 ·21.!1\{ 1018% 14.1W 107.161.000 o-..N~F.O 
9. 115 N.I~IS Roble> Ave. 4.~911' 3237 E. CJUII!Il Rd. 
Pasadena. CA 9t tO I 0n1ario. C..A 91764 
(626) 768-(i()O(WI7 ·8880 
~'-*.com 
('aJJfornia Bank & Ttusl t0.106.416JXXl 5.65% 9~1% 1014% 1~.758.000 D .. ld E. Bladdordi("EO 
tO. 11022 1:1 C.umoo Real -19.24~ 102 N. Yale Ave 
San tlocg<~. I"A 92110 Claremont. CA Q t 7 t t 
(909) 624-90Qt/625-l96l 
davod.Mackford@calbo . .:um 
Fln&IIMII 9.~95.472.000 20 17f 6.99% 16.18~ 72.264.000 .,_A.~ACEO 
n. 12345 W Colfax Ave 1.12% 7710 l..ialoaiee Ave 
Lakewood. co 80215 Rlvcnidc. CA 92S09 
(951) 361-64SVZ35-1044 
www.cfindll.t.CXIIII 
Rabobank, N. A. QJ~0.%4.(\(10 !10'1; tt t8'1; 11.~9% 13.772.000 Ronald Blok 
12. 149X Mam So 25.47% (1ucf l:~ccuttvc Offk:c..-r 
H Centm . CA 92241 (760) 117-12!)(){.)17 -1229 
www.r.tbohan.k.com 
Ct ..... ..._ .... 6.408.027 000 928%> 10.4S'l 16.21%> 31.101.000 ~D.--13. 701 N. Haven Ave ~-~ ow l!aec:lld¥e Oftlcer 
Onrarto. CA 91764 (!109) ~108111481 2135 
Padlk Westun Bank 4 .470.212.000 -1.44% 10.62\{ 1 2.7 1~ 1.~74,000 Matthow P. W-Ill:£) 
14. 401 W.ASo - t 58'l 2401 Sooth Grove Ave. 
San tlteg<>. CA 92t0t Ontano, CA 91761 
(619\ 744-720(}(2l5-t258 
www.pecofiCWCSII:nlbont..com 
c.--117 ... 2.SSS.109.000 377'6 9.23 .. 12.40'1' 4.757,(JX) 
II. 790 E. Colondo Bhd 710.. 
......._CA91101 
Parille MerunUie Bank 1.204.617.000 ·20.06'11' 7.5 1% 1110'11' 6.487.000 ...,_ E.. Dellerba 
16. 949 S. Coaso tlnve 1. t2'll Chief ExccutJve OlrJCU 
Costa Me ... C A 92626 (714) 438-2.~438· 1059 
NIA•Mit~WND llilollrllll1fDIIriMt 1111•""'•....,. Dt,.,_IIIIAt.._lllt..,...,.,.,...."'"""'*'I,.,_JII* ... i:' ......... *tt:::::::f' f -•4--.... 
_..,. .......... ~ .... --~----,.,_-_..... • ......, .. ._, ......... ,_..._ r.o.._~.....,c~ 
., Nlrto ,_ ('...,..,., , /EBJ 
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(;olf Cour·ses in the Inland Empire 
,,1'1 '( ,, 1 1 .,..._, t 1 /1\lctl\lp/wbctuall\ (011/JIIIItdflllJ'Ut:e.:!O 
Count' '•m~ 
AddrHl. 
City, Stat•, Zlp 
Hlcldeft SfJrinl Coun&ry Club 
2111. I SSOO BubblbtJ Wells Rd. 
Dcsen Hot Spnngs. CA 92240 
Hiddffl \alley Golf Club 
21. 10 Cluhhnu...: l>r. 
Norco. ('A 92MJ(l 
JndiM Hill Golf Club 
:U. 5700 Oubhousc llr. 
Riverside. C.A 92509 
lndWl Palms Country Club 
23. 4S-6l0 Mooroo St 
lndu>. CA 92201 
\tgmt. Co. or Q-.nor 
l)'po of Courso 
\1•mborship r ... 
Pul>loc 
N/A 
Gratotud< <ioll Mgmt 
Put> he 
Daoly I·«' 
Cox/West Prop.:nlcs 
l'ubltc 
$3995 
Da"e "-'l.!lmcrt 
RL"'Stlf1 
\-'.775 
....._ Spri ... Golf lc COIIIIlry Club Netl 1-tndo 
.U. 79940 Westard flo Semi·Priv>t< 
IDdio. CA 92201 N/A 
lndiM W•Us Golf Rosort 
25. 44-500 lndoan Wells l.n 
lndoan Wdb, CA 92210 
lldDGolrC.... 
216. 8~Ave.42 
Indio. CA 92201 
J""'P" Hills Country Club 
27. 6161 Mnr>fa Ave. 
Rtverstdc. C A 92509 
La Qlllllla o... c_... 
21. 49-499 Awaida v- BoniJa 
La Quiala. C.A 92253 
La Quln .. Mowu.aln Course 
29. 49-199 Avenoda Vtsta Boruta 
La Quinta, CA 92253 
...,..,. ................... 
... 42000 Bob Hope Dr. 
Rla:bo fttinae. CA 92210 
Marshall C.nyon Golf Club 
31. 6100 N Stephens Ranch Rd. 
La Verne, CA 91750 
lrone (ioll 
PuNic 
City of Indio 
Public 
N/A 
Karen Vlah 
Publoc 
NIA 
li1lton ('Of'J)llUII(JO 
Pubhc/Pnvato 
Yc~ 
KSLRcsoru 
PrivlldRelort 
S6JOO 
Jarnos Duflin II 
Pubhc 
N/A 
W..aln Mission HUis Nor1h - G. Playor Crw. Troon Golf 
33. 70.705 Ramon Road Pubhc 
Rano:bo Mirage. CA 92270 N/A 
......., v.u.,- Kandt Goll' Club 
35. 28095 Jobn F. Kennedy Dr. 
Moreno Valley, CA 925SS 
Total Companios 
Public 
N/A 
GI'Hilf..,: 
\\oekdays 
v. .. kends 
Slll-15 
$.18 
S55 
S25-XO 
~~-70 
$40-9'1 
$45-99 
$65-$195 
$70-195 
SU-$20 
SIS-$20 
$14/Cart 
S28-16 
SJ.I-46 
(wlcan) 
$59-159 
$7(}.159 
S79-179 
$29-109 
S5o-129 
S23 
S11 
(can not ondudo:d) 
$59-99 
Sl!5-145 
$160 
$SS 
$75 
$35 
$60 
$37.50 
$4.5-'0 
L•ngth of Courso (\ d>.J 
I Rounds playod \early 
l,OS-1 
na 
6.880 
.12.(XX1 
6,140 
60.01.XI 
6,71' (uold lees) 
10,000 
7.050 
7_175 
88.000 
3.004 
50.000 
6.020 
na 
6,750 
30,000 
6.750 
40.000 
6,089 
45,000 
6.100 
MO,(XX1 
6.328 
N/A 
(Seuoaal) 
7.062 
40.(100+ 
6.737 
40.000 
6.898 
.~O.CXIO 
6.440 
100.000 
Year Built 
Course Designer 
Reser"atlon Phone 
1~77 
l;nknov.n 
(761.1) 329-8816 
1997 
Ca-cy O'Calla~h;m 
(909) 717-1010 
1965 
Harold Hoe" 
(909) 1(>()..2090 
1948 
( \x:hran/l)cl-wt!ilcr 
(761.)) 147-2.126 
2000 
Davl! Gm.kd 
(760) 2CXI-89~H 
2006 
John Fought 
(760) 346-1651 
1964 
Larry llughc.' 
(760) 347-9156 
1960 
Bolly Bell 
(909) 685-7214 
1985 
Pete Dye 
(800) 742-9378 
1985 
Pete Dye 
(8()()) 742-9378 
1977 
li!d Robinson 
(760) 862-4551 
Top Local Pro or \1anager 
Tille 
Phone/fa\ 
E-\1ail Address 
Lorl \larohan 
(761.1) 129-~MIM329-1414 
hl<h.kno.;pnng\.C<.:(n'Juno.\.:om 
George Apodaca 
(icncral Manai!Cf 
(951) 7n·IOIOn37-2424 
g"-"tlfgt..'<a'h iddcnvallcyglllt .com 
Ed Hannon 
11<.1<1 (,ulf I'm PGA 
(951 1 1(>()..2U90/oM5~l'l90 
a.thannon(n uxha.n.hilb·'lllf.cum 
Reggi• Cox 
< n:ncral Mana~cr 
(760) 775-l-144n75-W-15 
rcg:g~t.fa llldUJ(Mlm.\.C(lffi 
'-;eil finch 
ll(iA, <IM, Du. (lf (,olf 
(7h0) 200-M9MM/l00-24J.I 
nciJ(a·indi~pnnl!SJ!cxom 
Richard Carter 
< il!ncral Mana_gcr 
(761.1) 146--loSVJ.I0-1035 
n.:arlcr(n·iwgrxom 
Jim Curtis 
Ocncral Manager 
(761.1) 147-915(i{).l7-5282 
Jl.."llnl.s(t'tlndto.org 
Karen Vlahous 
(,M 
(951 1 6M5-721416X5--1752 
WWW.junJpaho))S<VUntrycJub.n<t 
Mark Ewing 
General Manager. l'GA 
or,o, sr..~-76l!6n71-s73s 
www lk{UJntaresort.com 
Mark Ewing 
Ocncral Manager. P(iA 
!761.11 564 7oM6n71 5735 
www.laqumtarcson.com 
Brenton Rice 
lkac.l Oolf I'm J'(;A 
!7601 M62-4551/Ho2-15~2 
brice(a)ranchola.,palmas.cnrn 
1966 Kenny Murray 
Adam>. Latham. Kropp & Wright I'< iA Proto,soonal 
19091 59H211 (9<~)) W1-H211.'591-1050 
www.m~haJicanyun.com 
1985 
(760) 323-9377 
1991 
Gary Player 
(760) 77(}.2908 
1971 
Ted Robinson 
(760) 329-8061 
1988 
Pet< Dye 
(909) 924-4444 
na 
Ted RobiDsoo 
(909) 623-3704 
Tom Doyle 
<Jenera! Manager 
(760) .123-9377/321-710M 
www.mcsquttcgolf.O>m 
Jon Vespor 
Dncclor of Golt 
(760) 770-2908/321-5927 
www.wc~llnmissmnhlllsgolf.com 
Robert Duncan 
Head Golf Professional 
(760) 329-8061/32'>-9286 
www.missloolake.'ICOUntrycluh.rom 
Jtff johnson 
Gcncral Managcr/PGA 
(951) 924-4444/247-7191 
J<lhnsonpga(n aol.com 
ChadHKkman 
General M1J1a8or/POA 
(909) 62.1-17041469-1179 
www americanJolfornp com 
.._....VIola Goii'Coune Sun< oty Palm l>esat SJ0-$89 6,700 1992 John McLaughlin 
AI S... City l'lllm Deoer1 Semi-Private (Seasonal! M.CXXJ Bolly Caspo..-r & Greg N<~.'h ileal (..,It I'm J'( A 
YT. 381110 Del 'Webb Blvd. N/A ('lwtloght Ava!lablc) (760) 200-221XI {76/.)J 21Xl-2l(Xl/l(KI-2210 
Palm Dcsen. C.A 92211 J<lhn.mclau~hlon(n \Cixka.c•·m 
~==·~~~....,;,:• • .,--.l'III...,_.,,......,IUI...,""""-'fr-*._,on!Ukd ll>tlwbm~.,.-.w,.wl.,._sopp!Udu_.,~P""- Wltill,wrvf/Jon••"'""''""'"'"tlw 
at .....,_,............,....,. _ ,.,._,,.,.,,__,._..,_y/~10 Tltt!IIIIJJol&wplrt_J_, P.Q 11m; 1979, Rtw:/rbCuc,_,go, CA 9/7191979 R,.,.,,h<d 
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RESTAURANT CLOSURES 
SAN BERNARDINO 
COUNTY 
ELMESQUITE 
RESTAURANT 
9966 BLOOMINGTON AYE. 
BlOOMINGTON. CA 92316 
DAII CLOSI'D: 3(26/09 
TLAXCALA BAKERY 
5792 RIVI RSIDI DR. 
CIIINO. C '\ 91708 
DJ\ll CI.OI.OI D: 3/10/09 
MANDARIN BISTRO 
14210 Cl II 0 1!11 LS PKWY 
CIIINO I!ILI .S, CA 91709 
DAIL CLOSLD: 3/9/09 
AGREDANOS MARKET 
1102 N 9Til ST. 
COLTON, CA 92324 
DAH CIOSLD: 4(27/09 
ROYAL TRUCK STOP 
2300 I STILL RD. 
COl I ON. CA 92324 
DAIT CLOSE·D: 6(22/09 
EL TACO LORO 
MEXICAN FOOD 
1611~ I'OOTIIILL Bl YD. 
I·ONTANA, CA 921'35 
DAti~ CIOSl:D: 3/11/09 
J>ESCADERIA MR FISH 
163~9 ARROW 
l·ON'IANA, CA 92335 
DAII CI.OSI D: 8/ll/09 
CHICAGOSTYLE BBQ 
RIBS 
15188 MAIN S'l. 
HESPERIA. CA 92340 
DATE CLOSED: 7 (24/09 
GOLDEN STAR BUFFET 
17376 MAlN ST. 
HESPERIA. CA 92340 
DAlE CLOSED: 3/9/09 
CORRAL FAMILY 
RESTAURANT 
15550 MAIN ST. 
HESPERIA, CA 92340 
DATE CLOSED: 6/30/09 
HIGHLA~D HAND CAR 
WASH 
3706 I ll!Gill AND AY£:. 
IIIGIILAND, CA 92146 
DAI J: CLOSED: 4/23/09 
BODEGA99CENTER 
1135 W 4TH ST. 
ONTARIO. CA 91764 
DATI Cl 0\I D: 4/23/09 
SCA~DIA RECREATIOJ'I. 
1155 S W'\NAMAKER '\vi. 
ONTAR 10. l \ 91764 
DAlE Cl OS! D: 1/27/09 
JELLY DONUT 
2 71570 29 PALMS I IWY 
TWI NTYNINI PALMS, CA 
92277 
DAI'F CLOSED: 2/5/09 
E-Z TAKE OUT BURGER 
977 N Cl.NTRAI.AV 
L PI .AND. CA 91784 
DATI CLOSI.D: 4/27/09 
MARINA GROCERY AND 
LIQUOR 
I 1200 SPRINC. VALLEY DR. 
VICTORYll Ll., CA 92392 
DAII Cl OSED: 4/20/09 
MRS FIELDS BAKERY 
7834 KLW AYI .. 
RANCIIO CUCAMONGA. 
Cl\91701 
DAlE CLOSLD: 8n/09 
TACOS DON .JULIO 
9799 BASil I I RD. 
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. 
CA 91701 
DATE CLOSLD: 3/2/09 
SUSHI ROLL EXPRESS 
4826 WINSTON DR. 
MURRIETA. CA 92562 
DATE CLOSED: 4/18/09 
TAQUERIA LA RAZA 
479 W BASELINE RD. 
RIAUO, CA 92376 
DATE CLOSED: 2/9/09 
CHINA EXPRESS 
1438 W FOOTHILL BLVD. 
RIALTO. CA 92376 
DArE CLOSED: 6/10/09 
CHI'IA PALACE BUFFET 
203'i I IIJGIII AND AVE. 
SAN BLRNARDINO, CA 
92401 
DAII CLOSLD: 3/18/09 
MI LINDO MEXICO 
252'i N Dl I ROSA AVI 
SAN Bl RNARDINO. CA 
92401 
DAI E CIOSI D 'l,fl8/09 
TOGO'S 
525 I I lOS PI I ALII Y LN. 
SAN BI RN t\RDINO. CA 
92401 
DAlE CIOSlD: 2/12/09 
SUBWAY 
955 Sf· ST 
SAN BFRNARDINO. CA 
92401 
DATE CLOSLD: 4/16/09 
SHIKI RESTAURA!';T 
1760 S I IPPI.lANOE AYE. 
SAN BLRNARDINO. CA 
92401 
DAfE CLOSFD: 7/30/09 
RIVERSIDE COUNTY 
POWERHOUSE GYM 
25389 MADISON AVE. 
MURRIL lA. CA 92562 
DAfL CL OSI D: ln/2009 
DIPPIN DOTS 
79275 IIWY Ill 
LA QUIN IA. CA 9225~ 
DAI'I CI.OSFD: 4/3/2009 
LA CASITA RESTAURANT 
411 E PALM CANYON DR. 
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262 
DATE CLOSED: 2/11/2009 
ELHUICHOL 
RESTAURANT 
13900 PALM DR. 
DESERT HOT SPRINGS. CA 
92240 
DATE CLOSED: 3/13/2009 
THE VALLEY GOURMET 
41790 WINCHESTER RD. 
TEMECULA, CA 92589 
DATE CLOSED: 2/20(2009 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
28201 DAII PAlM DR. 
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 
92234 
DAfE CLOSLD: 2(23(2009 
LINDY'S CHOCOLATE 
FLORIST 
28670 01 D !OWN FRON'I 
ST. 
TEMECULA CA 92589 
DATE CLOSI:D: 5/20(2009 
CAPPUCCINO BAR 
614'i MAGNOLIAAVI:. 
RIYFRSIDL. CA 92501 
DAli CLOSID:2/II/2009 
STARBUCKS #5475 
72840 HWY Ill 
PALM DESFRL CA 92260 
DATE CLOSED: 3/23(2009 
MONARCA MICHOACANA 
1510 SIXTH Sl. 
COACHELLA. CA 92236 
DATE CLOSED: 7/10(2009 
QUZNO'S CLASSIC SLBS 
69040 RAMON RD. 
CATHEDRAL CITY. CA 
92234 
DATE CLOSID: 3/4/2009 
QUIZNO'S SUBS 
8022 LIMON! IT A VI .. 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92501 
DAfF CLOSED: 3/23(2009 
LEE'S SNACK SHOP 
24725 ALESSANDRO BLVD 
MORE 0 VALLEY. CA 
92551 
DATE CLOSED: 6{29(2009 
ALL STAR CAFE 
13112 PALM DR. 
DESERf IIOT SPRINGS, CA 
92240 
DATE CI.OSED: 2/4(2009 
STARBUCKS 
115 N MCKINLEY ST. 
CORONA. CA 92877 
DATE CLOSED: 2(20(2009 
SUBWAY 
23811 WASHINGTON AVE. 
MURRIETA, CA 92562 
DATE CLOSED: 3/12(2009 
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Community Banks Play Key Role in 
Local Economies 
Communi!) banks pia) an mtegral role in communities across the 
state and natiOn\\ ide. providing liquidity to local businesses that is 
essemial to the heallh of regional economu.:s. 
For those trying to understand the space. one IS hard-pressed to 
find someone more knowledgeable than Michael Natzic of Stone & 
Youngberg. 
'\iatzic. who has heen serving clients in the financial services 
industry since 1994. is a senior vice president in Stone & 
Youngberg's Communi!) Ban(.,: Group. I k follows the portfolios of 
nearly 70 California communi!) banks. providing investments and 
detailed analysis of the space to a \ ast number of retail and institu-
tional clients. t':atzic is V\ idely regarded <bone of the industr) 's lead-
ing experts m community banks. Prior to Stone & Youngberg. "-atzic 
""as as an executive vice presidenl for The Seidler Companies in their 
Community Bank Group. wher~ he was also a member of the firm\ 
Executive Management Team and Ad\isory Council. lie is often 
quoted hy media and widely kno\\n among the public speaking cir-
cuit. 
Nattie believes that community banks arc an mtegral part of our 
economy. "Community banks are a different animal than the larger 
financial institutions." says Natzic. "These banks kno\\ their clientele 
very \\Cll. l'hey live and work in the same communities. and they 
tend to have a closer relationship\\ ith their client base. As such. they 
arc able to make a better determination of client need and creditwor-
thiness, providing liquidity that otheru ise may not exist. This is crit-
ical to the heallh of local economies and communities across the 
country-and never more so. given that larger tinancial institutions 
have tightened lending in recent times. 
At the height of the mortgage crisis. many community banks 
faired better than larger financial institutions hecause they were only 
minimally exposed to residential real estate. As a former mortgage 
broker, Natzic has an informed perspective on the current economic 
situation and the challenges posed to bankers. 
"Although we've seen some exceptions. by in large the majority 
of community banks have heen able to dodge the bullet in this em i-
ronment because they were not heavily invested in residential real 
estate, with the exception of residential construction ... says Natzic. 
"Despite the fact that community bank portfolios are very different 
from larger financial institutions. it seems that all financial institu-
tions have been painted with the same brush in recent months. 
Historically. residential real estate ha~ not been a large part of a com-
munity bank's portfolio. 
"Investments in commercial real estate by community banks 
remains a large concern and we are watching this very closely. But 
what we've found is that most community banks have positioned 
themselves well." 
What lies ahead for this sector? Natzic believes the future is look-
ing brighter. "For those that have planned and reserved well. there is 
business to be had and for investors there is money to be made. 
"Although we've seen turmoil in the banking sector over the past 
24 months. I believe we are working through the cycle and that 
brighter days are ahead. Though exact timing is impo siblc to predict. 
1 think we arc clo er to the end of the cycle at this point than we arc 
to the beginnmg. 
"I anticipate some continued turmoil in the sector and \\e'll see 
the winners m this group further separ.tte from the pack. I he "class-
es" of banks will become greater defined a~ those ""ith and \\ ithout 
problem . As the healthy banks continue to rise and lloUJ ish. vve 'II 
see mcreased asset and deposit cominued on page 39 
Commentary 
BY Bill Leonard. 
s~ptcmh~r 2009 
Member State Board (~lEqua/i':.ation 
Negathe Property Ta~ Adjustment Coming'! 
Prop. 13 says that your property tax cannot go up more than 271 
per year no matter ho"" high intlation is. Smcc 1978 inflation has 
usually been over 2~c so that incremental property tax increase has 
become routine. In both 1999 and 2004. the Consumer Price Index 
grev' less than y;. so the property ass~ssmcnts and taxes went up 
hy the actual amount for those years. 1.859c and 1.86r~ respective-
ly. 
But ""hat has nc\ cr happened is for int1ation to he less than oc7c. 
"-ever until nov\. While the year for the CPI calculallon runs to 
October. right nov\ this) carts running negativ c. If in thL'se econom-
ic times prices decline ov·er the entire year. then the official CPI 
index will he ne<>ative forth~ ftrst time in the history of Prop. 13. 
So each of u; property owners should sec a small yet real decline 
in proper!) ta.\es. Right? Not so fast the taxacrats arc working on 
legal arguments to claim that a negative CPI change docs not require 
a property tax change. 
Since this has never happened before and has not been addressed 
by the Legislature or the Board of Equalization. any decision will 
provoke some real controversy. 
J believe the spirit of Prop. 13 should be respected. When the 
economy declines. then property taxes should decline for all proper-
ty owners. When the CPI goe~ negative. base year property values 
should be adjusted down accordingly. 
Arizona and Anti-California Legislation 
Arizona Governor Jan Brewer i~ proposing that her state put the 
Tax Foundation\ research into action. Part of her budget proposal is 
to cut the state's corporate. property and personal income taxes with 
an eye toward attracting more employers and their jobs. At the same 
time. the sales tax \\ill jump a bit: up one percentage point to 6.6% 
in 20 I 0 and 20 II (year three. it will fall back down to 6.1 C:f and in 
year four. it will revert to the current 5.6% rate). The state faces a $1 
billion deficit (in California. that is what is known as a roundmg 
error), as its spending grew by more than 50C:c in tivc years. In opin-
ing in favor of the reform--though favoring spending cuts rather 
than the sales tax hike-the Wall Street Journal said. "Arizona has 
the chance to be the anti-California, closing the budget deficit by 
growing the economy. not by raising taxes. We hope legislators 
don't blow it. because the U.S. desperately needs an alternative to 
the tax. spend and tax again philosophy of Sacramento ... 
The Legislature did not take the Journal's advice outright. opting 
instead to continue debate over the entire budget package, hut they 
still have an opportunity to do the right thing by their taxpayers and. 
no doubt, steal even more California employers and jobs. 
State Still Going Bankrupt 
I' he Sacramento Bee trumpeted it as good nc\\ s that the rating 
agcnc) Standard and l'oors chose not to downgrade C'aiJiornia 's 
long tern1 credit rating. but in the same ankle sTandard and Poors 
Sa)s the state's structural deficit is still SI'i billion pre year. \lso 10 
the same article, Lht• Schwarzcnegger adm1111stration ddtnih the 
structural deficll IS atlc:rst $7.4 billion. But wait. JUSt •1 month .1go 
Schwarzcneggcr and legislative leaders claimed the) had ~ucccs -
fully dealt with the entire $26 bil- conlinunl 011 JIO!Jl' 22 
.. 
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Whether the economic times 
arc flounshing or floundering, 
many leaders get stuck in the 
same trap: they don't take time 
to stop and reflect on what 
they· re doing. Because there's 
so much for them to do and they 
have so much responsibility and 
accountability on their shoul-
ders. they're constantly on the 
go. stnvmg to deliver results. 
However, their non-stop 
action only feeds the underlying 
problem that there's no align-
ment between what's important 
to them and what's important to 
their company. As a result, they 
feel unfulfilled, stressed out, 
and yearning for something dif-
ferent. That's why they need to 
take a step back, a time out, and 
give some serious thought to 
what they're doing and why 
they're doing it. Only then can 
they see what they bring to their 
leadership positton and how it 
can help them reach both their 
personal and professional objec-
tives. 
The fact is many leaders 
often get so fixated on the suc-
cess of their team and the results 
of their efforts that they forget 
to focus on themselves. Yet it 's 
their own ability to sustain a 
high level of effectiveness that 
is one of the biggest contribu-
tors to the company's overall 
success. So if you ever feel that 
you're working harder and 
harder but feeling less and less 
fulfilled, you may be making 
one these top mistakes. Take the 
steps to correct them today so 
you can reap bigger rewards 
tomorrow. 
1. They ignore the vision. 
Having a vision means 
you're clear about what you 
want. You are able to describe it 
in vivid detail. You know a little 
something about what it will 
take to get there and how it will 
feel to arrive. When you have a 
clear vision, you can connect to 
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The Five Ways Leaders Lose Their Edge 
By Joelle Jay, Ph.D. 
an inner source of inspiration 
that will call you forth and com-
pel you to achieve your goals. 
Therefore. you need to get a 
vision not only for the company. 
but also for your own role as a 
leader. Who do you want to be 
as a leader? What do you want 
to achieve? What strengths do 
you bring to the role, and how 
can you capitalize on those 
strengths to meet your own 
goals and the goals of the com-
pany? 
2. They lose their focus. 
Once you know your vision 
and what you want to achieve as 
a leader, you need to stay 
focused on it. As Harvard 
Business School Professor 
Robert Kaplan commented, 
"Having 15 priorities is the 
same as not having any at all.'' 
There's only so much you can 
think about at once. Finding 
focus is about choosing where 
to put your time, energy and 
attention. It means highlighting, 
combining, minimizing. and 
even deleting priorities so your 
choices fit neatly in the greater 
context of your life. Once you 
know what's most important. 
you can let other things drop. 
So, if you really want what you 
say you want. what areas do you 
have to focus on to get it? What 
areas will help you achieve your 
vision? 
3. They take inefficient 
action. 
After you decide where to 
focus, make sure your daily 
action plans reflect that priori-
ty-not just the 25 other things 
on the list. While many leaders 
are taking care of the needs of 
the business. their employees. 
the other people in their lives. 
and their existing responsibili-
ties, they're not taking action on 
the things that matter most to 
them. Therefore, stop asking. 
"How can I do everything I need 
to do in a day?" and start asking, 
"What are the most effective 
actions I can take to move 
toward my vision, and how can 
I ensure that l take those actions 
now?" By invesllng just min-
utes in the planning process and 
then takmg targeted action, you 
can shave hours, weeks and 
even months off the time it takes 
to reach your goals. 
4. They do things the hard 
wa~:. 
In business and in life. you 
always have a choice. You can 
continue to do things the hard 
way. the usual way. the way 
you've always done them. Or. 
you can do things your way-
the way you were made to do 
them. The key is to identify, 
maximize and le..:erage your 
unique attributes so you can be 
an effective. higher achieving 
leader. When you focus on your 
strengths. you do things your 
way based on where you natu-
rally excel. To begin finding 
your strengths. answer these 
questions: Where are you espe-
cially talented? What do you 
love to do? At work. what are 
you recognized for? Given the 
freedom to do things your way. 
how do you do them'? 
5. They become discon-
nected from their work. 
To be successful, you need 
to connect not only to your 
work, but also to an inner sense 
of vitality. For many leaders, 
much of their energy goes into 
striving. They want to get 
ahead. They want to achieve. 
Finding fulfillment and align-
ment with your work means 
understanding what you're 
striving for. The meaning. The 
purpose. The essence. When 
you lack fulfillment. you lose 
your edge. Your energy goes 
down while your stress goes up. 
You may even feel guilty and 
resentful. You might be bored, 
either in an "1-can't-take-this-
anymore" way or in a dull, 
channel-surfing kind of way. 
You might get short-tempered 
or edgy. So the questions to con-
template are: What do you want 
from your work? Do you want 
to be happy? Are you trying to 
reach your full potential? Do 
you hope to make a difference? 
Do you want to feel at peace? 
These are some of the experi-
ences leaders seek when they 
seek "success ... The key to find-
ing fulfillment at work is to 
identify what success means to 
you-not the results but the 
spirit of a life well lived. 
Reclaim Your Leadership 
Edge 
While these five mistakes 
are by no means all-inclusive of 
all the pitfalls leaders need to be 
wary of. by avoiding these com-
mon mistakes you're laying the 
foundation for exceptional lead-
ership results. The fact is that 
every day, millions of people 
drive onto the fast-lane and race 
their lives away-ironically 
missing the fact that everything 
they are doing to try to improve 
their life is actually running 
them into the ground. The work 
weeks get longer. the stress lev-
els rise. and talented leaders 
bum out or move on. It doesn't 
have to be this way. 
So as you go forward into 
the future. know that every step 
you take to improve your lead-
ership is going to enrich your 
life and the lives of others. By 
avoiding these top five leader-
ship mistakes. you will· be on 
the path to becoming the kind of 
leader who changes the world ... 
The kind of leader others will 
follow ... The kind of leader you 
were meant to be. 
For more information e-
mail: joelle@pilfar-
consulting.com or VISit: 
www.Pillar-consulting.com. 
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CVB Financial to 
Repay TARP 
Citizens Business Bank 
announced that it has received 
final regulatory approval to 
repurchase all the preferred 
stock sold to the U.S. 
Department of the Treasury in 
December of 2008. 
The preferred stock was 
issued pursuant to the Capital 
Purchase Program established 
under the Troubled Asset Relief 
Program ("TARP"). Citizens 
Business Bank w11l pa) S 130 
million to the Treasury to repur-
cha~e the preferred stock. plus 
accrued and unpaid dividends 
and intends to complete the 
repurcha-;e as soon as possible. 
"We are grateful to the U.S. 
Treasury for their investment in 
CYB Financial late last year. 
The financial markets were 
extremely turbulent and these 
funds provided comfon to our 
man} shareholders and cus-
tomers" commented Chris 
Myers. president and chief exec-
uti\e officer of C\'B financial 
Corp. ''Repa) ing T ARP is an 
imponant milestone in our com-
pan) histof). Our recent com-
mon ~tock offering raised over 
S 112 million 1n gross proceeds. 
We "ill utihte thL•se funds to 
repa) the I rcasur) ·s lmest -
ment.'' 
C'\ lJ f wancia/ Cvrp. is the 
lwldw~ compam for Cifl e111 
Busmeu Bank. a S6.4 billion 
jinanual sen tees compam 
Conznzentarv ... 
< omimu:d from p~. 18 
lion deficit. 1\nd the press must 
ha\e heen as tired as the 
Legislature and Go\'ernor when 
it S\\ allowed this claim. 
In another story, the L.A. 
I ime repons as good ne" s that 
Controller Chiang is suspend-
ing IOL pa)ments earlier than 
planned. I h1s seems like good 
news. but not so fast. The rea 
son the controller can stop issu 
ing lOlls is not because the 
st.tte 1s doing Jx>ttcr financiall), 
but because J 1'\lorganChase 
has agreed to lend the state S 1.5 
billion dollars. 
Sep1cmbcr 2009 
C ITIZENS 
BUSINESS BANK 
SAFE SOUND SECURE 
I he only good news about 
state l1nances IS no news at all. 
I ,ook for more cuts. more Ia) -
oils. and more pain in the 
future. 
hJ4l;LLW\\ W. ~!Kbc-' COil}[\l,l 
trc_fwehlowcaprtolalert I at-
est 02471Q.html 
http:ll\\ \\" latimes.comjnc 
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2009augJ l)_,_Q,_7 11063 7 stou}tr 
ack=rss 
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The Out to Eat• television show season number two premieres Thursday. 0 
8th on KVCR N (Channel 24. PBS). Join show host Cliff Young as he once again 
travels throughout the region to local craft breweries. coffee roasters. wineries 
and. of course. great restaurants where he meets and chats with owners. the 
chefs and the customers. 
This season Cliff even brings the show to his kitchen where he. and a few of his 
local chef friends. show us all how to create great dishes. The "Out to Eat" a irs 
every 1 ~ 1 .. en "lg at 6:30 PM and every un l y c t nc. . Go to 
www KVCR.org or www.OutToEat tv for more information. 
Introduction: 
The "Out to Eat" television show celebrates the enjoyment of dining out 
with family and friends at local eateries that possess character and a 
sense of community. Each segment includes: vibrant and colorful plate 
presentations. fast paced food preparation-as well as scenic views of the 
communities Cliff visits to illustrate the lifestyle, and to entice viewers to 
take part as we learn where the food is grown, bought and finally 
prepared. The topics explored each week are very relevant to a large 
viewing demographic-that is only increasing as more people become 
aware of and attracted to healthy, local cuisine. The show will appeal to 
viewers who are looking for great food that is inexpensive and can be 
found at the local "hole in the wall" restaurants. Not only are viewers Intro-
duced to the food. but also to the people who prepare it-the owners. 
cooks. and chefs who share their stories and personalities. 
About the Host: 
Cliff Young (a.k.a. "The Minister of Culinary Awareness") has over 32 
years of experience in the restaurant industry. starting as a dishwasher and 
moving up to designing and building his own award-winning restaurants. 
He IS a member of the Association of Food Journalists and writes for many 
food and beverage publications. When he's not working on his weekly 
"OUT TO EAT" radio program. you might find him judging a food 
competition. lectur•ng at culinary schools. or trave1ing the globe 1n search 
of the fines• food and dr1nk He brings fresh, quirky and 1ntr1guing insights 
nto the world of food. beverages. travel and entertainment. 
KVCJ< PBS-N now reoches over o million households 1n Los Angeles. Orange County, 
Rivers1de and Son Bernardino Counties plus the Palm Springs Desert resorts. and 
Including Direct Nand Dish Ne'work viewers. These viewers ore affluent. 1nfluentral. 
h1ghly educated. well I raveled. intellectually curious people who have a cho1ce of 
more than 1 00 chonnels Yet, th1s valuable demographic group remo1ns Intensely loyal 
to KVCR PB5-TV, ond it is our intention to make them loyal viewers of ·out to Eat!" 
For more In forma ion oboul ·out to Eat" tolovtsJon or radio st1ow 
Contact Cltff Young ot (909) 801 2113 vtslt www OutToEot tv '' E mo 
OutloE-ot gmo1 com 
'Out to Eat" 
on 
KVCRTV 
(Channel 24) 
p s 
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7 Tips for Selling More in a Tough Economy 
By Jolm Chapin 
You hear it everywhere you go: "Sales are down because of the 
economy. My customers simply aren't buying as much." There are 
some people out there saying the economy doesn't matter, it's what's 
going on in your own head that matters. While it's true that what goes 
on in your brain is always more important than outside circum-
stances. the economy is still what's affecting many businesses. If 
yours is one of them, put the following seven ideas into practice and 
you'll find that the affect on you will be minimal. and in fact. you 
may notice no change or even a positive one. 
Tip l ·Don't let the economy be your excuse. 
After a tough day or some difficult sales calls, it's easy to use the 
economy as an excuse. If you do. people will hear it in your voice and 
you'll sell less. This attitude also leads to working less. In a down 
economy. when salespeople should be increasing their calls and 
activity level, the average salesperson cuts calls by 37%. The 
answer? Use the down economy as a warning and motivation to 
work harder and smarter, not as an excuse to back off. If you back off. 
business will go down, if you work harder and smarter, business will 
improve. As the saying goes "When the going gets tough, the tough 
get going." 
Tip 2 - Get better at selling. 
When there are fewer sales opportunities and prospects, you must 
do better with the ones you have. The way to do this is to get better 
at selling. Read books. listen to tapes and COs, watch DVDs. become 
a sponge and absorb everything you can get your hands on. Using this 
strategy has helped many salespeople improve to the point where 
they actually sold more in a so-called down economy than they sold 
when times were good. Now is the time to improve your skills; con-
stant and consistent learning is the best way to grow your sales. 
Tip 3 - Keep a good attitude. 
Your attitude is your most important sales tool in your arsenal; 
you have to keep it sharp. Now is not the time to read the front page 
of every newspaper and watch every newscast. Our brains are like 
computers "Garbage in, garbage out." What you should be doing is 
putting as many good ideas as possible into your brain. Pick up any-
thing that is inspirational, motivational. positive. and upbeat and use 
it to keep a good attitude and stay focused. Be positive and persist-
ent In addition to putting good ideas into your brain. surround your-
self with positive people and stay away from negative people. 
Tip 4 - Prepare for tbe price objection and build value. 
People are focused on price more than ever these days. Prospects 
and customers will do everything they can to commoditize vendors 
and simply go with the lowest price. Thus it is very important that 
you build value. What are your primary benefits? How are you, your 
company, and your product better than the competition? Are you 
local; is your long-term cost less, can you respond to service calls 
faster? You need to accentuate your primary benefits. make them as 
powerful as possible, and provide proof in ROI Models, testimonials. 
and the like. Finally, come up with some solid responses to the price 
objeCtion. 
Tip 5 - Build relationships. 
1be relationship with the salesperson is the number one reason 
people give for doing business with a particular company. We've all 
seen it happen, you make an over- continued on page 36 
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University of Redlands: An A+ School 
and a Great Value in New Rankings 
School i.1 also listed among the nation~· best imritutiom in The 
Princeton Rel'il.'w 
According to the new U.S. News and World Report annual col-
lege guide. Redlands is the only university in Southern California 
ranked both an A+ school and a best value. 
And again, Redlands is among the top I 0 best master's universi-
ties in the West. The university has repeatedly been included in the 
top I 0 rankings since 1995. 
For University of Redlands graduates. their starting and mid-
career salaries rank among the top 30 of all liberal arts colleges 
nationwide, according to the 2009 College Salary Report on 
PayScale.com. 
The school is in the top 10 list of Western master 's universities 
that offer a great value-a category that considers the higher the qual-
ity of the program and the lower the cost, the better the deal. 
And the university is also highlighted in the publication as one of 
the "A+ Schools forB Students," a listing of 304 "first-rate colleges 
with strong reputations that aren't as selective ........ " 
In the annual college guide, Redlands is listed seventh in the cat-
egory of Western universities that offer undergraduate and master's 
programs but few, if any. doctoral programs. 
Among the top I 0 schools in the category this year, Redlands tied 
with first-place Trinity University in Texas for the lowest student/fac-
ulty ratio (I 0/1 ). The university also had a high percentage of class-
es (75%) with fewer than 20 students, placing it second in that crite-
ria among the top I 0 schools. 
The university has also been listed among one of the nation's best 
institutions for undergraduate education in The Princeton Review, 
which features the college in the newly published 2010 edition of its 
annual book, "The Best 371 Colleges." 
Only about 15 percent of America's 2,500 four-year colleges and·. 
two Canadian colleges are in the book. 
Jobing.com ... 
continued from pg. 12 
employers and job seekers. 
Edited by Joel Cheesman. a 
team of authors and guest 
bloggers. the site provides 
independent commentary and 
opinions on the industry and 
industry players. "We believe 
the audience of recruitment 
professionals visiting the site 
is important to Jobing.com." 
Matos shared. 
"As an independent third-
party, covering industry news 
was an important part of the 
Website." Cheesman stated, 
"however as part of 
Jobing.com, we will be 
evolving the content of the 
site for our employers, pro-
viding content relative to 
local recruitment. With the 
blog now becoming part of a 
competitor in the industry, 
we think it's important to 
change the editorial direction 
of the Website to no longer 
comment on specific industry 
players and will be modify-
ing the current site's content 
to be in alignment with this 
new vision." 
About Jobing.com 
A three-time Inc. 500 
fastest growing company, 
Jobing.com is a leading 
media provider of locall_v-
focused recruiting. online job 
search and talent manage-
ment solutions designed to 
connect local employers and 
job seekers. For more infor-
mation, visit 
www.Jobing.com. 
J 
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NLAND EMPIRE People and Events 
The Yucca Valley ChB.Illber of Commerce helps The 
Color Bar celebrate their Grand Opening with a Ribbon 
Cutting. 
. In attendance are owners Megan Nielsen and Nancy 
Thiele along with Yucca Valley Chamber President, Mike 
"Grumpy'' Kelliher, Yucca Valley Chamber Past-President 
Jennifer Collins, Yucca Valley ChB.Illber Ambassadors and 
members as well as staff from The Color Bar, clients and 
friends. 
For more information on The Color Bar please call 
Megan or Nancy at (760) 228-1500 or visit them at 56659 29 
Palma Hwy., Yucca Valley. 
Fresh & Easy to donate $1,000. The Fresh & Easy 
Neighborhood Market, which will soon open its 
doors, will donate $1,000 to a local nonprofit organi-
zation as a part of its opening-day celebration. 
Fresh & Easy is located at 30025 Dale Palm Dr., 
Cathedral City, 92234. For more information about 
Fresh & Easy visit www.freshandeasy.com. 
Court, Suite 150. 
Palm Springs and 
is to provide you the 
care in a friendly, comfort-
utilize the latest technological 
September 2009 
CYT&T.. 
ccmrinuedfrom pg. 7 
lithium polymer battery. The 
e-Zone is capable of reaching 
35 mtles per hour with a maxi-
mum distance of 41 miles for 
the lead acid battery and 68 
miles for the lithium polymer 
battery. CT&T United plans to 
sell these models for prices 
between $8,000 and $16,000 
USD. 
CT&T Korea is juggling a 
number of projects while try-
ing to develop a presence in the 
U.S. The automaker has a con-
tract with T3 Motion to pro-
duce 4.000 e-Zones for police 
departments in the U.S. CT&T 
Korea has applied to the U.S. 
Department of Energy for a 
loan to cover expenses of pro-
ducing its first line of e-Zones. 
·---rovitlen 
Home Loans & Realty 
t 220 Dewey Way. Suite F 
Upland, California 91786 
Cell: 909-938-1138 
Office: 800-834-6088 
Fax: 909-946-0164 
Mike Morrell 
President 
prhl@aol.com 
www.providenthomeloans.com 
Over 34 Years Experience 
in the Inland Empire 
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!!!~~~~California's Road to Recovery 
The Milk en Institute s 11th annual State of the State Conference 
Luncheon Keynote Speaker: 
William Bratton 
Los Angeles Police Chief 
Confirmed panelists include: 
John C hiang Robert Hertzberg 
Califom1a State Controller Co-chair. California Fon..ard 
Da~id Crane Verena Kloos 
Special Assi.11a11t to G01·. Arnold Preside/It, BMW Group 
Schwar~elleg11er DesignworksUSA 
Todd Dal Porto Bill Lockyer 
Se11ior Vice President. Ba11k of California State Treasurer 
America Home Loam 
Eric McAfee 
Gray Da~is Chairman, McAfee Capital 
Former Governor and 
OfCmmsel at Loeb & Loeb Mike Milken 
Chairma11, Milke11 Institute 
Susan Desmond-HeUmann 
Chancellor. UC San Fra11cisco Scott Minerd 
Ross DeVol 
Director. Regional Economics, 
Milken IIIStitute 
Lewis Feldman 
Managing Parmer. Goodwill 
Procter LLP 
Dean Florez 
Califomia Senate Majority 
Leader 
Michael Genest 
CEO and C/0, Gug11enheim 
Parmers Asset Ma11agemem 
Ste~en Mnuchin 
Chairma11 and CEO. 
011l'West Ba11k Group UC 
Frank Mottek 
Anchor, KNX 1070 
Gavin Newsom 
Sa11 Francisco Mayor; 
Candidate for G01·ernor 
Director, California Department Steve Poizner 
of Fina11ce California fllsura11ce 
Commissioner; Candidate for 
Laurie Goodman 
Senior Managing Dirt·ctor. 
Amherst Sccuritil's 
Emile Haddad 
Go\·emor 
Jason Reese 
CEO. Imperial Capilli/ LLC 
Chief lm·t•stmellt Officer. Le1111ar John Watson 
Land and llomehuildinfi Vice Chairman of the Board. 
Chevro11 
The Beverly Hilton Los Angeles 
California lawmakers 
may have solved - at least 
for the moment - this fis-
cal year's budget deficit, 
but much work remains 
to be done if we are to 
maintain the promise of the Golden State. 
Yes, the world still 
envtes our world-class 
universities. technology 
clusters and entrepre-
neurial workforce. but 
serious challenges could derail our position as a 
global leader if they remain unsolved. 
The State of the State 
Conference on Oct. 20 is 
your chance to hear 
California's leaders offer 
their ideas - and to add 
your voice to the debate - on how to tackle these 
challenges, including getting the housing market 
back on track. keeping 
quality companies and 
jobs in the state, and pro-
ducing a work force for a 
21st century economy. 
We invite you to join us for California's lead-
ing business and policy conference. The 500 
guests who attend the State of the State 
Conference include influential business and 
financial executives, government officials, aca-
demic experts and other decision-makers. 
REGISTER TODAY AT 
WWW.MILKENINSTITUTE.ORG 
Program 
Getting the Real Estate Market Back on 
Its Feet 
Time for Change: How to Reform the 
State's Budget Process 
Keeping Companies and High-Paying 
Jobs in California ' 
Lunch and Keynote Speech: 
William Bratton, Chief of the Los 
Angeles Police Department 
Innovation: Keeping California on the 
Cutting Edge 
Investing in California's Future: 
Ensuring a Higher Rate of Return 
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Phone/Fax 
E-MaD Address 
Rid! Puillo 
General Manager 
(909) 94647111946-1961 
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Jimmy Han 
(jl\.1 
(909) W7·2MOI /597-1451 
jhan(a)c!Xpcrlt.'IX'('vc!llano.com 
Jon Vels~r 
Director or Oolf 
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Build a Better Sales Force: Focus on Your "First String" 
By Nathan Jamail 
Every )"'8r companies look 
for ~ to increase sales. This 
)"'8r is no different. only with 
today's economy, the answers 
seem to be banler to find. One 
sure Wf11 to increase your sales: 
~ ca J!OU'411l string. This 
....,. of focusiiJg on your first 
...... . vel)" ... in theory. 
alit it is DOl US)' to execute. 
Much Jib p'd Coaching of 
greit sports teams. it takes a long 
COd1IDitweut to mate the team 
lletael" by dWienging the best 
J1lia>'a's and woddng with them 
., ilbpow ooostaady. 
When die New England 
Palliota footbell team or the 
QWc1o ~~team 
~duels tt.e c:Oidr .pend 
~tilhdlepmeWork­
iili '1rida die third Siring playas. 
.... be fOeus OD wortiDg with 
..... players? Answer: 
e·~·-"~~~-.I*J,.., of coane. 
-- lllq ~ die CBS wbo 
, . . .. ,... to will lbe 
-- lbe JIIOil 
.... ,.. --
c:oadl 
they have to work for it! If the 
first string players want to keep 
their coach's attention, they have 
to work hard to stay the best! In 
sum, this program requires every 
player to desire and pursue 
excellence. 
In business the nonn is the 
exact opposite. Many compa-
nies have a culture in which 
managers leave the top perfonn-
ers alone and focus on the bot-
tom perfonners. It is very com-
mon to hear a sales manager or 
leader say, "Oh. Bob is one of 
my top guys, so I leave him 
alone and Jet him do his job." 
Wow, what a mistake! 
Another organization that under-
stands a different philosophy 
will eventually approach Bob 
and inform him that be is being 
robbed. Bob will be told be is 
invesling all his time and energy 
in the company, but the company 
is not investing in him by coach-
ina him and helping him to 
develop. Bob will thus be 
wooed over td a new company. 
Compaaie1 with leaders who 
ipole to tbeir top perfonners 
wiD aoon lose them. Even 
....,. ~company's culture is 
.. dult says if the lll8ll8gel' is 
~willa • employee on a 
.... dieD dud peiiOP 
he a Jow perfolmer. The 
leader's involvement with an 
employee is viewed as a nega-
tive. The leader is a manager 
and not a coach. It is difficult to 
coach a person if the person feels 
that the leader thinks he or she is 
there to manage poor perfonn-
ance. It 's like rewarding your 
kids with attention only when 
they are bad. 
How do you fix this disor-
dered culture? 
Step 1: Make the commit-
ment. All leaders want to create 
a culture where winning and 
being the best is the goal, and to 
do that aU players have to want 
to be on the first string. A leader 
needs to create a culture that 
dedicates aU of their coaching 
efforts to the top perfonners and 
those who are willing to do what 
it takes to become a top per-
fanner. Fight the tendency to 
leave the top performers alone 
because you normally focus on 
the weak. A leader must commit 
to coaching the top performers or 
committed performers and man-
age the bottom performers up or 
out. 
Step 2: Spend your time 
with the top peifonners, COil-
duceing ride days and practicing 
role-plays with them. Your goal 
is to help make them better every 
month. The leader must let the 
team know that she or he plays 
favorites; if team members are 
successful and doing the right 
things, the leader will spend time 
with them, and the others will 
have limited coaching. Once 
this is done, leaders will find 
their top perfonners will 
improve dramatically. and will 
fmd their jobs more satisfying. 
The bottom performers will ask 
the leader what it takes to 
become a top perfonner, and 
they will do what it takes, or they 
will find another team. Neither 
one of those options is a bad 
thing for the organization or the 
person. This might sound cold at 
first, but it's not. Think about a 
person who is struggling at his 
job: he knows it and he usually 
has very low job satisfaction. A 
leader's job is not to ignore the 
bottom performers, but instead 
to move them up or out. A leader 
who tolerates poor perfonnance 
is a leader who will always have 
a struggling team and disap-
pointed top perfonners . 
Many coqapanies find inter-
oal competilioo to be bad 
becau8e 10111e of the lower pro-
ducing sales people get their 
continued on page 39 
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Coachella ... 
continued from pg. 1 
workforce in the Coachella 
Valley... said Wes Ahlgren. 
executi\ e director of CVFP. 
"By helping hundreds of stu-
dents to reach and succeed in 
college. Pathways to Success is 
securing the economic future of 
our region. We are pleased that 
College Access l·oundation of 
California has renewed its com-
mitment to our work and to the 
youth of the Coachella Valley ... 
he added. 
Julia I. Lopez, president of 
College Access I·oundation of 
California said. "Pathways to 
Success has already made a real 
contribution to expanding 
access for students who might 
otherwise not consider a college 
degree. We want more young 
people in the region to under-
stand that a college education is 
vital to their future. and that 
resources are available to help 
them atta in their dreams." 
In its lirst year. Pathways to 
Success awarded 280 scholar-
ships. ranging from $2.000 to 
$5.000. to students with finan -
cial need from across the valley. 
More than half of the students 
who received scholarships came 
from fam ilies earning less than 
S25.000 per year. Seven out of 
10 students were the first in their 
family to auend college. 
Pathways to Success execu-
tive director Terry Green said. 
"Our first round of scholarship 
awards showed that we could 
reach graduating students from 
every high school in the 
Coachella Valley and Coachella 
Valley students who arc allcnd-
ing College of the Desert. 
CSUSB Palm Desert. UCR and 
other colleges and universities 
in California and the nation. 
Now we will begin offering sup-
port to these students to help 
them complete college." 
In addition to awarding 
scholarships directly to students. 
Pathways to Success provides 
matching funds to support 
scholarships offered by other 
organizations in the region. In 
the coming year. Pathways will 
select additional partners to pro-
vide mentoring and other stu-
dent support to its current schol-
arship recipients. 
Pathways will also work to 
raise awareness of the substan-
tial unmet need that exists in the 
region for scholarship support. 
According to hnesto Rios. 
Pathways program director. "We 
still have hundreds of others 
with the ability and desire to 
obtain a college education who 
cannot afford it. The region 
needs to come together to 
increase the amount of money 
available for scholarships." 
Green added. "We want to 
encourage more businesses and 
institutions in the Coachella 
Valley to join us in generating 
resources to help students com-
plete a college education. 
Nothing can be more important 
to the future of our economy and 
to our young people." 
For more information on 
Pathways to Success and how to 
become invo/1·ed. students and 
organi::.ations can 1·isit 
1\'1\'II'.Cipts.com Or cal/ 
Patlnrays to Success at 760-
346-0265. 
KTIE Radid 590 AM 
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Hot Olympic ... 
continued from pg. 43 
there's no beller spot to catch 
the wind. Add to this that quali-
lled pilots with over 30 years 
experience. trained and 
approved under the standards of 
the liang Gliding & Paragliding 
Association of Canada. give 
you the skilled glide-power. 
Minus the in-flight snacks. 
www.altitudeadventures.ca 
A Beachside Resort Basks 
in BC's Wine Country: Within 
a region rife with vintage offer· 
ings. the Thompson 
Okanagan's lake country pro· 
vides its own heady lure--one 
that will draw you to the shores 
of Lake Osoyoos. south of 
Penticton, to Walnut Beach 
Resort. Basking in the summer 
sun. this all-season wonder 
proves bewitching with its own 
blend of temptations. including 
luxuriously appointed suites. a 
private. winding sandy beach, 
an outdoor pool. a wine bar 
continued on page 32 
Inland Empire News Hours, 5:00AM - 6:00AM Weekdays 
The IE News Hour is the only show where you can get news, information and opinion 
that matters to the Inland Empire. 
Through interviews with newsmakers, politicians. business owners and others. 
we will bring the listener a broad perspective on the issues of the day that 
matter to those of us who reside in the ·I.E.· 
The interviews are long enough that you can get In depth on a subject and 
really get dt the core issues. There will be no 1 0-second sounds bites on this 
,....,,...,.,,.,.,,..., that pass for news on other stations but we wt/1 get at the heart 
of the moffer. The IE News Hour will woke you up beffer than a pot of 
coffee or that lotte you are sipping on the way to work. 
IE News Hour- news you can use In the ·I.E. ·every~ 
Scptemher 2009 
Hot Olyn1pic ... 
contmuedfrom p~. JJ 
boa~tmg BC be t and, 
of cour-;e, boundle slake 
and mount am 'te\\ . 
Situated on Canada's \\annest lake, thank~ to tt addre,s 
wuhm the count!) 's onl) potkc.'t dt•,en. ummers prmc 
long on heat: w mters also least' "ith plent) of outdoor 
play. maktng thb south Okanagan rt•treat a four-st•.tson 
favontc for families. And once ) ou arrl\ e, sta) .1 "hill.'. 
Savour tapas on the.' tl.'rracc.' or sc.'ttlc.' in for .1 soothing mas-
sagt' surt' to work out the.' kmks. 'lou mtght 1.'\'l'n tx• tt•mpt 
ed to take tl inside \\ith suttc.'s that offer. \\ell. tht• s\\et•t 
II fl.·: tate of the art and dt•ckc.'d out with all things "m·-
le . room take thetr names, aptl), from their surrounds 
(one bedroom htdca\\ ays bear monikers of the.' white.' vari-
etal , whtle two bedroom ha\en are all about tht• reds). 
And hould you v.ish for an out-of-doors a<hentllrc, 
there' plenty to entenain bc)ond tht• lake short'-golf-
ing. hikmg, biking, and ka)aking dra\\ the summer hc.'at 
while downhtll kting at nearb) Mt. Baldy. now shoeing 
and cross country kting wann thl.' "'inter chill. rhat is, if 
you don 't retreat to } our room for a glass of your new-
fo und favori te rl.'d ... or white. 
www. wa!nutbeachresort.com 
Tod..), ro•II•DM of duldrm m de•dopltlfC eounln~ ...-e oulrertnf: 1nth tldt t.p an<l 
palalf' Condr.mn,...j 10 1 t.f,~n"' nf malnutntJOn, ohame and i.oola~OlL 
'The 5"..lOMo ts lllAt nnual" all,,('"""" duldrrn ran 1x- fM.Ipcd. n ... ,. lhe 
m'""'"" v( 'fh.. 'milr Tnun.. \\, rmpower I<>< AI ·~ I<> provsde 1h.- life rhangmg 
fn'<' cle!l •Ur~ wh1 h tal ... u litdr 88 lS m1nules and roo I lutle a $25() h 
I!" d. J"'tllle duldn·n "'~ Ju-1 ann mot~oul a""' hie 
l 001)( of your dmutlton gclt'-.. ltm ard program.., - 0% gc)(':-o tO"\\ nrd o\t'rhl'ad. 
;······-\·j:;s:i·~~-;;;;:;;·,·;-~-;i;ijd"~--,:1:;,-;;;j;.h~:;·~~-liit'-_------j tllaka check out to ! ,,~ lnnirh(:kh~f«-unrrJUJ.t , 1 so Pru-kb.......tkadan.fur~~ i • The Smile Train.• 
~ :1 $1ZS ~ half thr t'Gal ..t GDfO atUJ"} , t '~11 r;raldolh-~ ••Y ~• : 
. ' 
: I f _. ~ I 
: : 
' lip ' :~~~ ~ : 
Surfs Up: Vancou\"er Island Hosts Canada 's l' irst 
Pro Surfing Competition: In profe~sional surfing. it's all 
about big waves-and the big prize. Come fall. rofino. on 
Vancouver I land's wild west coa~t. will set the scene for 
Canada' firs t-ever contest amid some serious surf. Like 
ham and egg , wet uits and boards art' a perfect pairing-
so it seem fi tting that O'Neill, makers of premil.'r cold 
water-friendly gear, will host the 2009 Cold Water Classic 
Senes, a battle of the best sho\\casing remote locations 
and world-class waves. Brt'aking out the boards duri ng 
five events on four contine nts-which began in March 
2009 in Tasmania and will c ulminate in November 2(X)9 
in Santa Cruz. Califo rnia-the coolest contest on the 
planet promise to be in British Columbta. Oct. 25 - 31. 
Here, over 100 professional surfers will hit the beaches, 
gunning for points. dur- continued on pm:e 39 
' . :CMrv~~npA: ... an .n!::"T\JN :1M.ulrr<:.rd iiA~UX ,~ : 
' ' I \.reuuall\ r_.,..o. I 
1-- 11 heSmileTrain 
· ~rw:.:y:;:-- . 
• P.O. Box l 979 : 1-!!77-KJD-s\111 ~. 
, R .. cllo Cacamo.aa . CA, 91729-1979 ruv.n: , ; "\\ \lt\.SIIliletrnin.t•rJ! 
·---.-··~~----·;:;:_.~.:i_~--··r::-:=::::::-~~ 
Internet • Telephone • VIdeo 
It's as simple as bundling your High-Speed Internet, 
Telepho"e and Cable TV services with Charter Business~ 
• Charter Buslno s Hlgh.Speed Internet Up to 
10Mbps, 10 ematl accounts and web host mg. 
• Charter Bus mess Telephone Business hne w1th 
nat1onwtde calling and the features your busaness needs 
• Charter Business Cable TV D g1tal-quahty p1cture 
and sound With multiple programm1ng package opt1ons. 
There's never been a better time 
to switch and save. 
Call888.845.5143 
or vtstt Charter Business comj savenow 
Charter (/ 
Business 
Septcrnhcr 2009 
iWork... ha, a ma.tor tutorial function. 
It can teach you the guitar and 
conltmu•tlfrom pg. IO piano and lrt )OU add pecial effect 
such as rock" ah-v.ah sounds. !·or <m addittonal lee of $4.1:19,) ou can 
get John l·ogert) to teach you his cords lor " Proud Mary." 
As to JUst ho\\ good :m audio production progt.un tt is, Ill) pcopll' 
at ,\pple tell me that it is not meant to replace thetr big audiO mtxing 
program, Sound Studio <3.6). I have not had the opportunity to play 
with Sound Studio yet, but lor simple audio editing. even fixing 
..-----------------.trad,s for yom tPod. 
Garagt• Band docs JUSt 
tine. You should note 
here that the 1 I unt•s pro-
gram u ed to he a part of 
iLife. Se\eral )Cars ago 
Apple turned tt loo~e . 
I hey made it independ-
ent .md tree. n r'latil' a 
eros platfon o,erstOn ·" 
well so that t'C users 
could buy iPods as well. 
"I he compatibility stays 
so that whatever you cre-
ate audibl) in iLife can 
be uploaded to your 
i"l unes librar). 
Also tn the iLite dtsk 
ts the iMo' ie program, 
'----........ which leh you download 
all of your digital movtes cltps. As v. ith iPhoto. it has expanded 
heyond the file and organize le\el. You no\\ get an advanced drag-
and-drop editmg function as well as such features as \ideo stabiliza-
tion and animated travel maps. You can even put "D) namic I hemes" 
and edlled music to your lilms. 
All of this can, linally. be added to your Wehsite wllh the tWeh 
function \\ hich enhances your abilit) to transfer all of the other work 
to a Web site 
In short. the combtnatwn of iWork and tLtfe makes a vef) good 
left-bram. nght bratn combtnation. I oda). too m.my computer func 
uon are runmng through )OUr cell phone (or BlackBefl) or iPhon( 
or Pre) I he e programs keep the btg thtng on )Our desk excttmg 
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Chairnzan ... ure . State corrections officials 
say that Stark has the abtlity to 
ccmtimwdfrom pg. I house 1.200 inmates. a figure 
cent in San Bernardino County that i di puted by local offi 
and no prospect for gamful ctals a~ exec ive. 
employment .. cems like an Supcn isor <h ttl went on to 
absurd abandonment of com- say, "I he de\ il i al\\ ays 111 the 
mon sense." details. rhere will tx· problems 
llw Stark: with any change tncludmg 
CALIFOR IA DEPARTME 'T OF 
~V CORRECTIONS A 'D REHABILITATION 
facility is exp~cted to be re-fit-
ted and then u ed lor ~dull 
inmates by CDCR's Dt\tston of 
Adult lnsttlutton . I he timtng 
of the conver ton IS yet to be 
decided Currently. Stark is 
houstng approxunately 'iOO 
adult inmate from the 
California Insttlution for Men 
in Chtno (CIM) as a result of 
the not there.' a lew weeks ago. 
During that riot local public 
safety personnel were called tn 
to assist under a mutual aid 
agreement with CDCR. 
Among other suggestion~ 
for the Stark I acilit) are to 
repurpose 11 tnto a medical 
facility for pnson.:'rs. hecome a 
recc.'ption and processing center. 
or as v.as discussed a fe\\ )"l.'ars 
ago. turn it into the mental 
health center tor the state cor-
1 he Stark 
implementation, mental health 
treatments and a myriad of 
other •~sues. I he County of San 
Bemardmo i already bcmg told 
b) the state to do more wtth 
les~. \\'e don't want an} new 
law enforcement or probauon 
problems created tor our 
already stretched public salct) 
network here in San Bernardino 
Count)." 
TOSHIBA 
aiJSDft'd~ 'hOfrll 
Our newest color 
copier technology 
is well traveled. 
In fact, he's been to 
over 22 of the 30 
big league ballparks. 
Buy your tickets today! 
goldencrownproductlons.com • 951.658.2411 
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'Tmr Indian (ursrne FREE ... FREE ... FREE 
--- ---- ------
And Now ... 
continued from pg. 35 
spinach and cubes of cheese 
cooked with a special blend of 
spices) ($10.95) 
Tandoori Breads: 
Peshawai Naan (leavened 
bread with sesame seeds. 
cashews and raisins) ($3. 95) 
Side Orders: Raita 
(yogurt and cucumber sauce) 
( I. 95) 
"Tandoori" 
oven ...... delicious 
food ......... lar ge 
portions ...... ."and "cheap" 
Join the FREE Inland Empire 
Business Journal's VIP list. 
We will send you Hot Sizzling Specials & 
Great Events in your area. 
pnces can't get better than 
that! Stmpl) put. this place is a 
real \\.inner! 
Hal·l!li '.1 Fine Indian 
Cuisine is lomted at 13882 
Newport i\1·enue (Suite G) in 
Tustin. Call (714) 669-1011 or 
l'isir their Website at For more information, visit ww.busjournal.com. 
11'11'11 ·,ha 1 ·elifine i ndjanc u i sine. c 
QJJljor additional information. 
Standard text rates apply. Unsubsmbe ANY time. 
Copyright e 2009 Inland Empire Business Journal. 
WWNEast180com 
23525 Palomino, Dnve, 
Diamond Bar, CA 91765 
Reservations. 909-396-orBo 
Happy Hour 5 OOpm to 7"00pm (7 days a week) 
Sun- Thu 
Lunch: 11 OOam to 3:00pm 
Dtnner· 5:00pm to 9:30pm 
Fri -Sat 
Lunch: 11 :OOam to 3:00pm 
Dinner. 5:00pm to 10:30pm 
(60 FWY & Diamond Bar Blvd) 
All Rights reserved. 
No MSG added No chemtcal 
meat tenderizer. 
.. 
All chicken, beef, pork, lamb 
and duck are natural (no 
anbbiobc or growth hormone 
added). 
Tofu is organic. All 
vegetables are thoroughly 
washed. 
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RESTAURANT REVIEW 
And Now for the Best Indian Restaurant .................. Haveli's in Tustin 
By Bill Anthon_t• 
I must admit that two years 
ago. although I had eaten at a 
few Indian restaurants. my 
knowledge of the food was 
"nil." Now. fast forward. I feel 
that my palate is fine-
tuned ....... and after reviewing 
over 16 Indian restaurants 
(rated among the best) in such 
places as Ne\\ York City, 
Seattle. Mexico Cit). Las 
Vegas and throughout Southern 
California. let it be known to 
all persons far and wide that 
Haveli 's (located in Tustin) is 
the BLS I and Numero Uno. 
My original idea of Indian 
food was that it was all spicy 
and hot. ..... but that is not 
true ...... it ts a matter of choice. 
You can (should you have no 
respect for your mouth, tongue. 
or innards) order spicy. spicy. 
and mote spicy. but you will 
only dull all the true tastes and 
pleasures of wonderful 
delights. At Haveli's. each and 
every dish is created to order. 
Over 139 dishes on the menu. 
and you will find more than 
ll 
New York Grill'" 
950 Ontatio Mills Drive, Ontario 
Mon / Thur II:JO a.m.-9:30p.m. 
Fri 11:30 a.m.- xo:3o p.m. • Sat 4:30p.m. • ro:3o p.m. 
Sun 4:00p.m. -9:30p.m. • Reservdtions Recommended 
It's New York without the atrttudc! Thts award·wmnmg 
restaurant is where fnmous f<He ts iincly defined. Our menu 
feature~ pnme ste;lks, Austrah,m lohster tad, garlic roasted 
chu.:ken, r.Kk of lamb, prime nb ,md fresh seafood 
~pcC"Ialttcs. Jom us for p~z in our M,mh,nt.m Room where 
t~c.dauncd art1sb h 1\e made us the Inland Emptre's most 
inrtm.ne Jazz expencn.:e! '\(/c t 1kc c..utc of every Jetatl With 
innovatiVe menu 1tt ms, ~pcCialrv dtshes, dramatic desserts, 
outstanding wine ~t I cuon nnd entcrtatnment to comple-
ment your dimng expencnce - ,md dtst...O\ er our mngntfi· 
cenr hnnquct rooms, perfect tor hostmg your next c\ em. 
one that you will love and 
enjoy. I Jere is a list of a few: 
Indian Chinese 
Delights: Vege Manchurian 
(Vege dumplings in a gravy of 
gtnger. garltc and soy sauce) 
($9.95) 
Appcti.rers· Mixed 
llors D'oeuvres (a platter of 
chicken ltkka. Samosa. Sheesh 
Kabab. Vegetable Pakoras) 
($7.95) 
Pakoras: Vegetable 
Pakoras (mixed vegetable frit-
ters) ($4.95) Paneer Pakoras 
(cubes of cheese dipped in a 
delicately spiced batter and 
fried) ($4.95) 
Tandoon Specialties: 
Darbari Tandoon Platter (an 
assortment of Tandoori special-
ties--lamb, chicken and 
shnmp) ($15.95) 
Vegetanan Delights 
Achan Bengan (eggplant 
cooked with spiC) herbs 
spices) ($9.95) 
Palak Paneer (creamed 
continued on page 34 
THE HISTORIC 
GALLEANO WINERY 
Rtrthdays • Spcetal I >enh 
Graduations • I !oltda) • Gills 
Wme lastmg A' ailablc Dath 
We can custom 
design a label just 
for) ou using: 
Photos. Logos. 
Colors. lm itations. 
Themes. 
-f23 I \\ ine\ ille Road 
\lira Lorna. C \. 91752 
(951) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180 
www.galleallowinery. com 
Tour the ll•stonc \\men weekends •rom 2 00 pm It' 400 pm or bv appmntment 
I 1>tcd m the '\abonal Reg"ter of H,stoncal Pl~ces 
BLSINI-SS JOUR. AL • P,\(il' 'lo ScprcmL1cr 2<><1'> 
Inland Empire's Largest Hotels 
< t'llllllllt d /lt'111f'Ut.,'t. ~5 Nt~n/..(•tlh.\ \ umht•ro/ Hmml\ 
llot•l 
.\rldres 
C' it)~ Stafr. Zlp 
Four Points by S......,on 
31. II %0 Foothill llh d 
Ran.;ho lUC'.U1lODga.lA Q)7'Q 
To"nt' Place Suitt'S 
38. Q62'\ \hlhL.cn \\c 
Ranch .. ) ( ·ucJmo~a. l' ·\ 91 no 
IIHt waa...., H•rltap Ina 
3!9. 8179 SJ'""'C \ ve 
Ran.;ho Cucamoll!'a. C A 917~0 
A,)T~Inn 
-10. 2260 vnffin V.ay 
( .orona. ( • \ 92., 79 
Halldooy Inn Elfi"'B A Suites 
41. 9S89 Milbkm Ave.. 
Rancho Cucanx>ap. CA 9 1TIO 
UotollndiJio 
42. ~~~~ Shel~) St 
Ont<~nn.("A917r.t 
......,._Iuasu1a.. 
a. 4SOO F.ast Mills Cude 
o....;.,, CA 91764 
Econo l..odp 
.u. IM~ I• -lthSL 
Oruanc. CA 91764 
.... w..c.n. ........ a..-
45. 42200 Moomdse Rd. 
Ria &e. !.Me. CA 92315 
I of R OQflh 
I of SuHf'S 
II~ 
1 
112 
112 
101 
101 
0 
') I 
30 
80 
0 
77 
4 
Total \1Mtin't 
Sq. fL 
La~ Group 
uoo 
~It\ 
~:lOO 
175 
-1-10 
M8 
3.46-1 
355 
\Ia , . Sq. Ft. Ralt Ran&f' 
E~jbic ~ru • \ta\ bt 
s~a«JnaJ 
1.~ .~·1-2q' 
NtA \12'1-14<1 
1100 ~94-119 
~A SIW 
"\ $992'0 
~/A \'~1-lW 
N/A Sll9- 180 
'l/A (>1·19') 
~.369 S<l9-150 
Top Local Fuculh·e 
Title 
Phune ~...\ Fa" 
fo: .. \lail \ddre~ 
B,CR,F.FP,GS.H.P. Scott Gl•<la.~ 
R.Rs.x <•M 
('~19l21~-6H~Jf204-6111 
WWW.fiHif'J'I'IIIIf~.l'llJII/r.Ul\.'tl!l\.·liGIII\Oil.'!<t 
B,CB.CR, F, FP.GS.H.I ,K.L.S, W, '< Shannon Labbe 
S;.,lc\ \1.uM!!Cf 
('liN) 41>6 I ml/466-11 0 I 
rmpnu~ 7(a1cmpn1 nc1 
B.FP.~.P.CB. j t"nnlftr \ 1organ 
CR.F,H.I, ( ;cncr ,tl \1an.a~l"r 
\'!O'!l-1(,(, 1111/4(,(, ll\ 76 
ranchtl({! ~rc-"31\\ csrcmhutcl~.,,.-,,m 
Full Buffet B"'aUast. Larry E"'ing 
[Hning Refreshments. C tcncral \1.mac.cr 
Comp. Guest Laundry, ('l' II 7"\.l 2140n"\.l-l0'6 
E\trcise Room k'Am!-o(a a}TC h01el'i u•m 
B,CB.C.F.FP,GS.HJ .I .• " .P Koe.ha J onts 
S.SD.'I\.X (n~ncral \1~gcr 
('109) '81-1X4fv'HI 3').19 
kJOnes.hu:: I (til vcnt.tlll.nct 
B,FP,F,L,Care,Pooi.X Damon Schlelchert 
GM 
(9!~)) CJ.I4.1121/'l48-7!XlX 
domlotl.\(n1 hotc:lonra.ru)(;a.l·om 
B,CB.F.P,l.L,X Fernando l' rrutla 
Sal~!\ M.u1a~er 
(909) <J8(1-9l<8!WI!O~XK>3 
fcmanJu.unutta(Whtltortl'om 
C B,C R,FP.H,N.P.X Dong Na 
(icnca:al \1;.tna!!Cr 
(90'}) 986-XX98/9X6-I ~77 
~m.ca-W Vn 1t:ht•tt:~hotcls.com 
CR,F,FP,G,l.L.N, Soan Oh 
P.R.H <i ... ·hc:ral \o'Lmagcr 
\909) ~Ni.(~,(>&'l<66·R9SR 
seano(a•bcst-..cstcmbJgbc:lr.com 
B-~a Srn-kt C~onnnrt CB:C~rwry ConJutmiOI /JrttHfrm. CII.Complllflt1flllry (A bail llt'MIT. CR;CCJt1101Yll' ROll's. f:::fiNSJ focJ~~y, 1 P:~frtt Porimt G-GolfCowv, GS=G•ft Shop.II~Jiandit:appnl RCtOm.c, hi,·Rt~om .~f"'1t't,I~Ln41ngt.N::.I\'011• ~Rcottu. OC~C4urMt. P=Pool. R::RtSiallllJnl, RS=RDom Struct S=Spcz. S .. h.,5awaa SD-::SrNOr DiJcolws,SR"'S«am Room. sr~Sak'lllft Trlnu1011. T~Tnanu. M--="NU'Id Pod.JJ~J.X=Tramjtnfrvm f\i(Qffsl NfJ'0'1 
~_r.:,=~~:::_-:,:,::~:,=::;:;:~co:!:f:"'~:::':~'i~~::;,:~~=/1.;!'~t,::;:::;t~~-u:r;;90:R'!:c':: ~:a!!r~:.C~ t";:.,::;_'~~':;~£~ 
-~ c.,r;,lo11109by/EBJ 
7 Tips for. .. 
conrinued}To"•Pg.26 
whelming case for your product 
versus the competition and yet, 
the prospect still buys from your 
competitor because they' re golf 
buddies. Relationships are 
extremely important, in most 
cases more than anything else, 
so you need to focus on not only 
staying in touch with and keep-
ing your name in front of cus-
tomers and prospects, but also 
on taking that next step and 
building solid relationships. 
'lip 6 - Go back to the 
..... 
Now is the time to increase 
the personal touch. Make more 
face-to-face visits to customers, 
send handwritten notes, stop by 
occasionally simply to say 
"hello," and drop off the propos-
al in person instead of mailing 
ore-mailing it. Your objective is 
to touch the customer more 
often on a more personal level at 
a time when your competitors 
are calling less and being less 
personal. 
Tip 7 - Remember, you are 
completely responsible for 
your success. 
Five years from now you 
and your career will arrive 
somewhere, the question is: 
where? If you decide that some-
thing outside of you, such as the 
economy, is responsible for your 
success or failure, you give 
away control of your destiny 
and your ultimate success. The 
way to change that is to remem-
ber that your success is up to 
you, you own it, and you conlrol 
it. Provided you have soJid goals 
and strong enough reasons why 
you need to get there, you will 
arrive where you decide to 
arrive, regardless of the econo-
my, or anything else for that 
matter. Reminding yourself that 
you are I 00% responsible for 
your success keeps your success 
under your control and within 
reach. 
If you put the above tips to 
work, you will see an improve-
ment in business, perhaps a sig-
nificant one. Many people have 
found that as a result of the 
above tips they are doing more 
business now than they were 
when the economy was good. 
What are you capable of if you 
really set your mind to it and get 
to work? The sky is the limit, so 
stay positive, work hard, work 
smart, and dream big! 
John Chapin can be reached 
at johnchapin@complete-
selling.com or www.complete-
selling.com. 
Wells Fargo ... 
continuedfrompg. 1 
WAMU and Citibank over their 
respective HELOC account sus-
pension practices. "This is the 
type of greed that lead to tax-
payers having to bai l out banks 
like Wells Fargo in the firs t 
place." 
The class action suit is filed 
on behalf of Michae l Hickman, 
46, of Westmont, Ill. who 
alleges that the credit limit on 
his HELOC account was 
reduced due to a supposed sub-
stantial decline in tht< value of 
his home. 
In reality, the complaint 
alleges, Hickman's home and 
the homes of thousands of other 
class members did not substan-
tially decline in value; rather, 
Wells Fargo used a variety of 
unreliable computer models to 
continued on page 39 
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Forn1er Nixon White I louse Counsel John Dean discusses his views of 
dmnestic spying, combating terror, interrogation and the White House 
over the past 35 years ... (1nore or less). 
Date: Thursday, Nov. 5, 2009 
Time: ?PM 
Place: To be announced 
Presented by KTIE 590 AM Radio and the Inland Empire Business journal 
More information coming soon at 
www.busjournal.com and www.590ktie.townhall.com. 
( < I H\ II 
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"Who's Go Your Back: The 
breakthrough program to build deep, 
trusting relationships that create 
success and won't let you fail." 
B_v Keith Ferra;:;:.i; Broadway Books (Random House), 
New York, New York; 2009; 303 pages; $25.00 
Whether you're a man or 
woman undergoing military 
ba~ic training or learning the 
ropes at a new job. lesson one is 
always the same: we think and 
work best a~ a team. According 
to author Keith Ferrazzi. all the 
other essential lessons are 
designed to improve the way 
we accomplish that goal. 
Ferrazzi notes that there are 
two key types of people who 
affect all the lessons learned in 
building business relationships. 
There are mentors and lifelines. 
He states: 
"Although I believe men-
tors are essential to all success-
ful individuals. there is an 
important distinction between 
mentors and lifeline relation-
ships. The mentored relation-
ship is one. in essence. between 
master and apprentice. The 
mentor generously shares 
knowledge, contacts. and the 
full wisdom of his experience 
with an eager and deserving 
student. ... A lifeline relation-
ship is one between equals. 
between peers. between indi-
viduals who can be intellectual 
sparring partners and confi-
dants." 
The philosophical founda-
tion of the approach presented 
by the author rests on what he 
calls "the four mindsets." He 
explains: 
"There are four core mind-
sets-which can be learned and 
practiced-that form the 
bet.avioral foundation for creat-
ing the kind of lifeline relations 
I'm talking about. 
Generosity: This is the 
base from which all the other 
behaviors arise. This is the 
commitment to mutual support 
that begins with the willingness 
to show up and creatively share 
our deepest insights and ideas 
with the world . .. . 
VulnerabilitJ: This 
means letting your guard down 
so mutual understanding can 
occur. Here you cross the 
threshold into a safe space after 
intimacy and trust have pushed 
the door wide open .... 
Candor: This is the 
freedom to be totally honest 
with those you confide in. 
Vulnerability clears the path-
ways of feedback ·so that you 
are able to share your hopes 
and fears. Candor allows us to 
begin to constructively mter-
pret. respond to. and grapple 
with that information. 
Accountability: 
Accountability refers to the 
action of following through on 
the promises you make to oth-
ers. It's about giving and 
receiving the feet -to-the- fire 
tough love through which real 
change is sustained." 
Nearly half the book deals 
with the details of making "the 
four mindsets" work. An addi-
tional third of the book is 
focused on building your 
·'dream team," including what 
it will take and who probably 
doesn't belong on it. The 
"dream team" doesn't necessar-
ily mean your co-workers. 
Fcrrazzi cites the most famous 
dream team in American indus-
try who were not coworkers at 
all, at least in the traditional 
sense. Henry Ford, Thomas 
Edison. and Harvey Firestone 
regularly met to discuss busi-
ness issues that each of them 
faced, and even discussed non-
business issues during com-
bined summer tours around the 
U.S. in Ford's cars accompa-
med by members of the press. 
One of the most interesting 
sections of the book deals with 
team selling. As the author 
comments. "Yes, it takes com-
mitment, and you'll have to 
shift from a lone-wolf mentali-
ty to being a fully accountable 
teammate. But if you really 
want to up your game and that 
of those around you, you need 
ly if a buswess has become suc-
cessful by selling along more 
traditional lines. Most compa-
nies who transformed individ-
ual selling into team selling like 
it because it generates resu lts, 
added sales, and more profits. 
"who's got your back," 
offers an innovative blueprint 
for building business relation-
ships based on practical experi-
to commit to this kind of ence. 
effort. .. That may be the under-
statement of the year. especial-
-- llenry Holtzman 
~ Bestselling Business Books) 
Here are the current top 10 bestselling books for business. The 
list is compiled based on information received from retail book-
stores throughout the U.S.A. 
l. "Outliers: The Story of Success," by Malcolm Gladwell (I ittle, 
Brown & Co ... $27.99) (I)* 
Why the cause of success can be linked to where you were born. 
2. "Panic: The Story of Modern Financial Insanity," by Michael 
Lewis (W.W. Norton & Co ... $27.95) (3) 
How underpricing financial risks led to economic catastrophe. 
3. "The First 1)·coon: The Epic Life of Cornelius Vanderbilt," by 
T.J. Stiles (Knopf Doubleday ... $37.50) (2) 
How the first owner of multiple industry categories did it. 
4. "In FED We Trust: Ben Bernanke's War on the Great Panic," 
by David Wessel (Crown Publishing ... $17.54) (**) 
What happened in "the Fed" during 2008 and 2009. 
5. "The Secret of Shelter Island: Money and What Matters," by 
Alexander Green (Wiley & Sons ... $26.95) (7) 
A road map to a rich life, with or without lots of money. 
6. "Street Fighters: The Last 72 Hours of Bear Stearns, the 
Toughest Firm on Wall Street," by Kate Kelly (Penguin Group. 
$25.95) (5) 
Why the toughest kid on the block couldn't assure sun ivai. 
7. "Suze Orman's 2009 Action Plan," by Suze Orman (Spiegel & 
Grau . . . $9.99) (4) 
Suze offers her classic advice for survival in tOU \!!1 times. 
8. "Nice Girls Don't Get Rich: 75 Avoidable ;vJistakcs Women 
Make with Mone)," by Lois P. Frank:el (Grand Cc'ltral. .. $2 1.95) 
(10) 
Why more women inhent real wealth than create it. 
9. "The Great Depression Ahead: How to Prosper in the Crash 
Following the Greatest Boom in History," by Harry Dent (Simon 
& Schuster ... $27.00)(6) 
How to survive the real economic land mines of mid-2009. 
10. "Bad Money, Reckless .Finance, Failed Politics, and the 
Global Crisis of American Capitalism," by Kevin Phillips 
(Penguin Group ... $25.95) (8) 
How the global economy dropped into an intensive care situation. 
*(I)-- Indicates a book's previous position on the list. 
** -- Indicates a book's first appearance on the list. 
Scptc.:mbc.:r 2009 
Wells Fargo ... 
colllllll(('d }rom pg. 36 
produce arti ficiall} deflated val-
ues I he suit further alleges that 
Wells !·argo !~Hied to provide 
customers with proper notice of 
the reductions <U1d that the bank 
improperly rc4uircd customers 
to seck reinstatement by paying 
upfront for their own property 
appraisals. 
Addtng tnsult to injury, fol-
lowing the reduction of 
Hickman's llf:LOC credit limit. 
Wells Fargo offered to raise the 
limit available on one of his 
higher-interest credit cards. 
"In this economy. what 
Wells !·argo and other lenders 
arc doing to cvcryda} customers 
l1ke Michael Hickman ts simply 
unconscionable," says Edelson. 
Hot Olympic .. . 
conrmuedjimn pg. 32 
mg this World Qualifying 
Series sanctioned by the 
Assoctation of Surfing 
ProfessiOnals: the competitor 
that secures the most marks 
throughout the series will take 
home the $ 145,000 purse. And 
while the Great White North 
may be known more for snow 
than surf. BC's rugged shore-
lines prove an ideal showcase 
for testing pointbreaks. reefs 
and beachbrcaks. complete with 
winds and swe lls. foog, snow, 
freezing temperatures and ice-
cold water add to the extremity 
of this event : the same elements 
that ensure winters are wild and 
wonderful in Totino. This is, 
after all. a destination that has 
mastered the art of storm 
watching. Indeed, locals and 
visitors alike relish a season 
which allows not only for the 
best in Mother Nature's fury, 
but an opportunity to hunker 
down and simply take in the 
wickedly wild view. With or 
without the surfboard . 
www.oneill.com/cwc 
To read more story ideas 
from the VancoLn·er Island 
~g~n. v~U 
wWII'.hellobc.comb•ancouverjs-
landmedja. 
CoJJZIJZtt 1zi t_v ••• 
continued jimn pJi. IS 
growth which will translate mto 
earnings growth as the market 
plays in theu favor. 
"The good news is that even 
though the current marketplace 
presents a number of cha llenges 
to overcome, banks that stick to 
a disciplined approach will have 
a great opportunity to excel in 
this environment. It's these 
banks that will be well posi-
tioned to ac4uire new business." 
Michael Nat:.ic co-authors 
the Community Bank Group~­
Bank Anaf.nis and Summary 
that cm·en m·er 70 California 
financial institutions. The group 
provides portfolio management 
and trading in colltmLmity banks 
as well as a vast array of other 
investments. A copy of the First 
Quarter 2009 Bank Analysis 
Summary Report can be 
obtained on Stone & 
Youngberg '.\ Website at 
wwu.syllc.comlcommunity-
bankreport or by collfacting the 
Stone & Youngberg Community 
Bank Group at community-
bankgroup@.\}'1/c.eom or 800-
288-2811. 
Stone & Youngberg.founded 
in 1931, is one of the oldest pri-
vate investment banks operating 
in the U.S. The firm offers 
underwriting, advisory, and 
investment services across the 
country to state and local gov-
ernments, non-profit organi:.a-
tions, and mstitutional and pri-
vate inrestor clients through its 
offices in San Francisco. Los 
Angeles, San Diego, and Big 
Bear Lake, CA. and in New 
York, Chicago. PhoenLr, 
Richmond, VA. and Annapolis, 
MD. 
For more information on the 
Stone & Youngberg, visit 
~onl-w.syllc.com 
Build A Better 
continued from pg. 30 
feelings hurt. so they stop recog-
nizing the top performers or stop 
conducting contests in general. 
This is another instance of sacri-
fictng the top performer; to sati ... 
fy the bottom pcrfonner~. In 
s<Lies. just like in life, it takes 
skill. talc.:nt and discipline to be 
successful. When a salesperson 
docs a great .JOb and delivers 
great results, he or she should be 
recognized. Kids love to be rec-
ogni;ed and feel appreciated. 
and professional adults arc no 
different. Remember: when a 
leader tries to recognize every-
body equally in order to be fair. 
his blanket recognition devalues 
the recogmtion for the ones who 
deserves it most. Winning is 
important, so do it. 
The proof is in the numbers. 
Let's look at this e:>..ample: a 
sales leader has five sales reps. 
The top two reps generate '5100 
each while the bottom two sales 
reps generate $50 each. If the 
leader works with the top reps 
and they improve by 20 percent, 
then the revenue is increa~ed by 
$40. If the sales leader works 
with the bottom reps and the) 
improve 20 percent, then the rev-
enue is increased by $20. It is 
ob\ 10us where a leader should 
spend t1me . Successful sales 
leadership comes from focusing 
on the program or process that 
gives the greatest return on 
investment, much like successful 
retirement plans, marketing 
efforts and finances. 
If you don't spend time with 
your first string and invest in 
their success as much as they 
invest In the organillltion. some-
one else will. 
For more information visit 
Nathan:S Web 
TOM BERGMAN 
909-518-6678 
FREE ESTIMATE 
FREE 8 DAY RAIN ToucH-uP 
.___.Ber_gm~~nWindowWashing.com 
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Plan A ... 
continued from pg. II 
A professional MC Is an 
essential part of the event plan 
nmg process. In fact. the MC _ 
could make or break your 
event. Whatever you do, don't 
allow the company " funny 
guy" to MC the event. Just 
because someone is funny at 
the water cooler doesn't mean 
he or she will do well on stage 
in front of hundreds (and possi-
bly thousands) of people. Your 
MC is part of your entertain-
ment budget. so you need to 
think about th1s role from the 
beginning. Who will be the best 
person to keep the evening or 
event flowing smoothly and 
who can connect with the audi-
ence? Get the right MC and 
your job during the event will 
be much easier. 
A Lot of "Wow" for a Lot 
Less Mone) 
While planning a meeting 
or event these days is a bit more 
difficult than it was just a few 
short years ago. you can still 
deliver a meaningful and mem-
orable experience to your atten-
dees without spending lavishly. 
The key is to focus on your 
entertainment. Hire the right 
person who can best dchver 
your message and move your 
audience to action. and you' II 
have an event that people will 
be talking about for years to 
come. 
For additional information. 
pkau v~U 
www.jejfonstage .com. 
v .. C..&.- P•v 06 TN~ 
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HOSPITAL 
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LE RENOEZ VOt:S 
RESTAURANT 
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924().1 
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~~~.1~ Ill Sl'l·RIA RD. 
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II hi~ M01>.11li .A IJR 
RANCIIO ('I'(' \MON! iA, 
('\91701 
TilE CARETA"-ERS 
AGENCY 
K~llU M.\1'11 1'1., Sll I()'} 
RA'<l'IIO Cl 'C'AMO'I( ;A, 
CA 917l0 
THE MALKII' GRot P 
IJK5 KENDI I.! DR. 
Sll A 2~ 
SAl'< BI'RNARDI'iO, !'A 
92407 
TSINELAS 
2057 DU·R II.WJ,N IJR 
ClliNO 1111.1 S. CA '117()'} 
V0\1 KAZIMO\ 
ROTTWEILERS 
12376 Rt:(111 CANYON RD 
COI.ION, ( A 9232~ 
WAYCO 
1.17~2 Bl RNIM1 IRJ,I. DR 
VJ('TORVII II· CA •P395 
WESfERN MAKI 
5l5 S. RIVI.RSIDI· WI. 
RIAl TO. ('A 92376 
WHISfLE SfOP S" ACK 
SIIOP 
1170\V.JRDSI.,SII 170 
S·\1'< llFRNARDIMl. <A 
92~3 
Zi\PATERIA EL PRIMO 
X"417 \11!101\ I~ 
I'IDIO. < A 92201 
SALMERO,, JOSf. 
~"417 o\IIIIO'i IN 
INDIO. CA 92201 
'IAILSTECH 
69040 I I'ALM CA"YO~ 
DR 
(AIJn.DRAI CriY,CA 
922~ 
llOANG MINH NGl-YEN 
19101.1 CYI '\, 
CORONA, CA 92879 
INSIGHT PAYROLL 
SERVICE BY SHERRY 
7K625 SANJ'IA DR 
LA Ql IN lAC.\ 922<3 
INSIGHT INSURANCE 
SERVICES 
7K625 SAMI"A DR. 
I.A QUINTA. !'A 92253 
RIVERSIIll 
HOPPE, SU'I'IiiE 
SUZZANNE 
7~625 SANI I"A DR. 
LA Ql IN I A, ('A 922.~3 
St:I.LIVAN'S SHUTTER 
FACTOR\ 
X4Wl ('AilA/ON RIJ 
INDIO. CA 92201 
WHITI"G FA..,Il.Y 
DENTAL PRA( TIC!:: 
16127 KASO I-\ Rl> 
Sll 10) 
-\1'1'11 VAlli\ ( ,\92l07 
ZENDEJAS MOBIL TACO 
MAN 
12MII MOI81AI" 
CIIINO, CA 91710 
21Sf CENTliRY AUTO 
SALES 
2A40 U ICL.ID CRJ,~('[ N I 
tn'l A'\IJ. CA 917~~ 
24SEVEN HABILIMENTS 
9521 lli'SINFSS !'I-Nn R 
DR .. Sil I~ 
RANCIIO C\ICAMON(iA. 
CA 91730 
AJG SILK SCREEN 
PRINTING 
299 W. OL.IVI S I Sn B 
CO! 10..,, C·\ '12U4 
ADAPTIVE fLOORING 
15JI5 RLD BARN C1 
STI. 12.197 
CHINO I!U.I S. CA 91709 
ALL CITY PLl MBI"G 
11649MOIIN"I SIIIRMAN 
RANCIIO CIJCAMI/M,A, 
Ci\'11"17 
ALPt:RT ROOFII'G CO. 
732~ l.lr>.COI.N AVI 
I!LWI RIA. ( ~ QH15 
SLLLYGREEN 
CORPORATIO' 
1!43111 !'ABA/ON RD. 
INDIO. ('A 92201 
P.\CIIlCO'S CAR WASil & 
WINDOW CLEANING 
47457 DIAN! S I 
l'llliO, CA 92201 
PACHECO, JUAN CARLOS 
~7~57 DIA'II S I 
INDIO. ("A 92201 
IMPACT ADVERTISI'IG 
13420 CI1AJ'ARRAI Rl> 
Wlll'li·WAI'I.R. CA 922~2 
CASfORENA, CHRIS 
13420 ("IIAI'ARRAL RD 
Wllrl IWAI1:R, CA 922~2 
JJ PARIS 
3611 VISTA VI RDI. 
PALM SPRINCiS. CA 92262 
BANNII'G SMOG TEST & 
REPAIR 
1630 WL~ r RAMSI-Y S I 
llANNIN(i, (A 92220 
KHAN, ZAfER lLLAH 
12761 FIUcDRICK Sl. 
nux;.12.sn 2<~ 
MORI·.NO VAII.I·Y. CA 
925<\ 
AQLATIC OREA\1S 
ll22ll6111 S I 
Yl l('i\11'·\, !'A 923.19 
B&C ASSOCIATES 
7X66 CAl I I CARRIS/\ Sl 
lll(iiii.ANI), ('A 92"46 
BLOCKHOlSE INK 
1<767 AI'I'ROA('II A VI• 
CIIINO. ( ' ~ IJI70X 
CALBLILT 
MANUfACTl.RING 
<637 ARRO~ IIJGIIWAY 
Sll · I. 
MONTCI AIR, CA 9171>3 
CALIFORNIA I"DUSTRIAL 
MACHI'IES 
<637 ARROW lll(iliWAY 
Sll L. 
MONI(1 AIR CA917o3 
CH >\PARRAL CYCI.f. 
Sl'PPL\ 
55< SO\ IIIII Sl 
SAl'< Bl RNARDINO. ('A 
92~10 
CLOSE TilE DEAL 
X6~3 II.MOI'< A VI· S I I 
I A MI·SA. t ~ 919~7 
CSi\ WEB SERVICt:S 
660 Ill RN I Mll.l Rll 
I ~KI.ARROWIII AI>. ('A 
92~52 
DRAKE-FOX GIRLZ REAL 
t:l>'TATE 
~~~14 1101.1 AM)( I 
('ORO'\-\. ('1\ 92XKII 
OR \KE-fOX. CI\SSA,ORA 
RL:TH 
,, _,~ IIOI.I.AND n· 
! "OROI\A CA ?2~~0 
K & R LIGHT PL"MBING 
SERVICE 
lllo wr·JI woon AVI 
BLAI MO"'I. CA 92223 
POPE, RICHARD 
CIIARLES 
1176 WU.I WOOD A VI. 
Ill \I MON I CA 92223 
AUTO KING TIRE PROS 
I~ I W SIXTH Sl Sll- 103 
COR()!'; A CA 92K~2 
AIJTO KING, INC 
1~1 W. SIX fll S I S 1l 103 
! 'ORONA. CA 92KX2 
RINCON'S O'LINE 
TREASURES 
411H67 MARION A VI· 
IILMET, ('A 925-14 
EAGLE RACE 
ENGINEERII'G 
X51 MAIJ\!iA PI 
III·Ml I. CA 92~3 
HOMt. INSPt:<TION 
3461 ~ AVI S 11 I Al'l D 
Yl ( ~II'A. (' ·\ ( ·\ '12l'l'l 
OI"O·RIB, INC. 
1637 II llCIA WAY 
(IIIMl, CA 91710 
DIPLOMAT SPECIALTY 
PHARMACY 
2724 NOR III WAII:RMAN 
AVI· ,Sil G & II 
SA'\ Ill RNARDII\0, ('A 
92404 
fOLR SfAR JANITORIAL 
St;PPLY 
11471 'IORlON AVL. 
!'Ill NO. !'A 91710 
GBM Al,TO REPAIR & 
MACHINE SHOP 
1506l Ill Sl Sll 2 
~ ICI ORV III l ( -\ 92395 
GO BOOST LNLIMITEO 
14<5 \\ IIIGIIIJ\I'<Il :WI 
Sll 117 
SAN Ill RNARillNO. CA 
92411 
GRIOWEST SERVICES 
7~91 lll·AR ('RII K DR. 
I 0"< I ~I'< A ( .·\ 92316 
GROL P '\ORTH AMERICA 
~H'Il 01 IVf· \I 
MOI'<ICI.AlR. ('1\'11763 
KRAHLI'\G,MICHAEL 
JOSEPH 
~'i I MALAGA 1'1 
ILLMI I ( A 92<~3 
JORDAN 'S AlTO GLASS 
4110 PARK AVI 
lli·.MI I CA 925-14 
JORDAN, TOM KILE 
4130 PARK AVI 
lllMI r C·\97~ 
O&J TOOL AND SER\ ICE 
C0\1PA'IIY 
1~769 ALBA WAr 
MORLNO VAIII·Y. ('A 
9255\ 
CARDOZA, DAVID Ll"CIO 
1471>9 AI BA WAY 
MORINO VAl liY ('A 
92553 
AZTEXTILE 
6532 ('I .DAR !'RI I'K RD. 
C'ORON A CA 92~80 
HERNANDEZ JOSEPil 
ALBERT 
6532 Cl·DAR CRU;K RIJ. 
C'OROI'<A. ( .\ 92X80 
S. R. F MOBILE 
DETAILI'iG 
IJI<XIllAY Sl 
MORINO VAl II). C ·\ 
92551 
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17~211 I.AKI VU·W DR 
VICIORVIII.I- (A >7W5 
HO\IE REPAIR SERVICES 
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121>1 S WAI 1-.RMAN A VIc 
sn·. 50 
SAN BERNARDINO. C'A 
'J2~K 
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12609 (il·Nlll BRII./1· 
WAY 
VWl"ORVII I.E. CA '12392 
JALISCO MARKET 
5111 SSIIIA,AAVI 
OVIARIO. CA 91761 
KA,.Gi\ROO LOGISfiCS 
91m NORIJROOK DR 
RA'ICIIO Cl<('AMO'IGA, 
( ·\91737 
MARTIN ENTERPRISES 
71llll011.DI.RA\'I 
Sll .. 262 
111<ii!I.ANil, (J\ 9B~o 
11.1ARTI..,'S THRim· 
TOWING AND SfORAGE 
I '10 1\ IAMARII'<ll \VI 
RJ,\1 TO. ('A '12376 
fRA'\CAB\NOERi\, 
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41KJ.l0 ·1 I'>IJFRIJOX WAY 
Ml RRII lA. ( A 92<h2 
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CARl Sl!AIJ. CA 92011 
GIERKE. CI\THR\" 
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-1004() IINDFRDOX WAY 
Ml'RRII·IA. C'A 92562 
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1169-IIVYII\ 
\10Rl'"0 VALLI Y, (' \ 
'12<57 
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116941Vr I I\ 
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925~1 
TC MOTORSPORTS 
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116'J.IIVYI 'i . 
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DI.AI MONI, CA 92223 
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RAN('I10 (1 ( AMO!'<CjA 
CA9170I 
PARK\IEW VICTOR\ ILLE 
APARTMENTh, L.P. 
16:1<11 J'I,DDI.I· BI·AOI 
VI \I ORVfl.l.f" ('A 92395 
PC DOCTOR HOt;SE 
CALLS 
1~82 H M l N 
011'\0 IIIIJ S. ('A 91709 
PERfORMA!'<CE 
PAI'\TING AND 
WALLCOVERI'IG 
COMPA"'Y 
~I ~ST BARKicR Bl Vll 
nr<; Ill '\R n rY c ''12314 
PRECISIO"' WELDI"G 
1640 MIRO WAY STI ( 
RIAl ro. CA YF/6 
MO"STER I" M\ 
GARDE' 
542 ( Al.l Ml I A VI· 
Ill AI \10)'; r, (' \ '1222\ 
fiSHER, 00' \LO JESSE 
<~2 CAII'MJ I AVI 
Bb\1 MO" r. (' \92223 
RICH DELIGIITS 
l~~< I !I;JVI·RSffY AVI 
Rl\'lcRSIDI {A 92501 
RICH, LORI IIELE' 
2171 SI"ONU I!J.I)J>I 
Rl\"1 RSII)I. C \92506 
Ht:REST fl "DI'iG 
GROl'P 
67W BROCK I"ON AVI . 
RJVI-.RSIDI CA 92506 
JAJ fl'iOI'IiG 1'\C. 
67<9 AROCK"! 0"' A VI• 
RIVLRSIDI (' \92506 
Fl"NESS BY VAL 
2~903 YNU. Rll 
"ll-\11·Ct.!A c \ 92~92 
AG PARKI'IG SERVICES 
-l'i90 VINI· S I 
RIHRSllll, (',\ '!2.507 
BRE!Ii'liA, PATRICK ALLE'\ 
4<9<.1 \'11>.1· S I 
RIVI-.RSIDI. <'·\ 92~07 
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Sll 17 
Rl\ I.RSII)t . C \ ~25(rl 
\ALE.,TI'E DERI< K 
TIRO' 
7201-1 <I RRIIO PR 
Sll 17 
Rl\ I.RSIDI CA 92~01 
ALPHA DISCO\ NT 
Sl'PPL\ 
29880 DELRE) Rl> 
1l·MECl'l \, C'A Q2591 
LEWIS. VON 
25'i4 I.INCOLN Bl VI>. 
~,1 499 
MARINO 1>11. Rl-Y. <"A 
90291 
RUSSEll, ANTHONY 
JEROME 
29880 DEl RFY RD. 
TEME<11 A. CA 92591 
AMERBAKER 
TRANSPORTATION 
23151 MEIJNDACT 
MORENO VAJ.LFY. CA 
92553 
BAXER,ADEL 
23151 MFJ.INDA CT 
MORENO VALLEY. CA 
92553 
GREENUGHTMLS 
39S96 VIA MONTALVO 
MURRII!TA. CA 92563 
LENZO, JACK DOUGLAS 
39S96 VIA MONTALVO 
MURRII!TA. CA 92563 
LENZO, KIMBERLEIGH 
KATIO.EEN 
39S96 VIA MONTALVO 
MURRII!TA CA 92563 
ACNASIA 
1146 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
GLENDALE. CA 91202 
JD VENTUitES 
S487 PEACOCK LN. 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92505 
RHODES, JON DAVID 
S487 PEACOCK LN 
RIVERSIDE. CA 92505 
ANDilUS, BANKS a 
MARQUEZ 
601 N. KIRBY ST .. srn. 12 
HEMET. CA 92S45 
SPACE AGE ADCALLS 
INC. 
601 N KIRBYST srn. 12 
HEMET, CA 92S4S 
LAVJNGIA, PlliTI RAJESH 
19353 JOSEPH ST. 
ltJVEitSIDE. CA 925011 
\J.\1"1 \' "ct 
till!< (;011)1·' Sl \R \\I 
Rl\ l.RSJI)I C \ ~2<;()6 
P\RR\ \IA<;DH' \RDI'\ 
'0l5(o0llll '\SI \R \\I 
Rl\ l RSII)l C \ 9'<(.)(> 
SERVIO~<; 
4<9 \\till Sit·) DR 
Sl£ 101 
('ORO"\ C \ <12X1'! 
TLC REAL ESTATE o\!1;0 
PROPERTY 
\1ASAGEMENT U.C 
.14<~<1 SAtol-llRtiSill N 
WINUII·.\ D-R, ('A 92<96 
FRICK'S BUSINESS 
SERVICES 
4W WEIJ.I.<;I J·Y DR 
sn 101 
COR ON A. C A <1287<l 
M.o\RY'S PARTY St'PPLY 
I WOW 6TII. SfL 1.\J 
CORONA. C A '12KK2 
CRUZ LETICIA MEDINA 
1723 W MAROoLI A I N 
SANTA ANA, CA 92706 
INFIT PERSONAL FITNESS 
TRAINING 
39753 WIIEATI£Y DR 
MURRIETA. CA 92.<63 
DAWSON, ANTWON DE 
ANGELO 
39753 WHF.ATI.EY DR. 
MURRIETA. CA 92561 
DAWSON, LINDA RENEE 
39753 WIIF.Ail.EY DR 
MURRIETA. CA 92563 
LBD PRODUCTS 
40243 PASADENA DR. 
TEMECULA. CA 92591 
CASTELLANOS, TRICIA 
LOUISE 
40243 PASADENA DR. 
TEMECULA. C.A 92591 
LOYALTY INDUSTRIES 
1670 VIA PACIFICA 
STE.. Hll2 
CORONA. CA 92882 
MAGANA VARELA, 
MARCELA 
1670 VIA PACD1CA 
STE Hll2 
CORONA. CA 92882 
WWW.SIMPLYKIDSART.C 
OM 
1tf) LA TIERRA ST. 
STE../202 
CORONA. CA 92379 
0111 RESORTS A 
ENTERTAINMENT 
29970 TECHNOLOGY DR 
MlJRRIETA, CA 92563 
WOOD, MICHAEL ALAN 
35597 PORCEI.AIN CT. 
WINCHESTER. CA 92596 
Rl\'1 RSII>l ( \ <J!~0-1 
GR~'Io0,\'1,, \11CJIHI \\ "'L 
1<H-' I I ~I\\ 001> ('I 
Rl\ l R~ll>l ( \ 92~06 
OLI\ ~Rt S C0\1Po\'ll\ 
IOS47 (oR·\\\I·RC) Pl 
RI\T.RSIIll C \ 9:!50~ 
01.1\ARF.:S, ~\ ELI'I;O 
l.EO'IIARDO 
IOM7 <iRA\11·.Rt'Y 1'1 
Rllii·RSII)I-. t'A 9:!50S 
LAKESIDE CLEANERS 
I.W35 MORI·NO Bl·\('tl DR 
\l(lRf''l;() V,\11.1 Y, ( \ 
92.<~5 
LEE, THOMAS HYUN·SUK 
l755ll.AR'I;I'IoGI'!'I;I DR 
DIAMO'IID BAR.(',\ 91765 
EXOTIC TASS 
-11945 DA\'1-'IIPORI WAY, 
sn.c 
MlJRRII TA. <'A 92562 
LANCASTER, JESSICA 
MARIE 
41945 DAVENPORT WAY. 
Slh (' 
Mt RRll·:rA, ('A 92562 
TEMECULA FIELDS 
31740 CORTI, AVALOS 
TEMEOJI.A. CA 92592 
WOLF, CHARIS 
31740 CORTI- AVALOS 
TF.MECtll.A, CA 92592 
DOGS "N" WALKS 
53 WF-~T GILMAN ST 
BANNING. CA 92220 
DOGS 'N' WALKS 
53 WI'-~T GILMAN ST. 
BANNING. CA 92220 
AZUR PACIFIC 
ASSOCIATES 
'i47171NVERNESS WAY 
l.A QUINTA. CA 922" 
ATELIER TERRE DE 
LUMIERE, LLC 
50K55 WASIIJNGTON ST.. 
STE. C206 
LA QUINTA. CA 92253 
LA CASITA MEXICAN 
RESTAURANT 
'i46SO NOR'Ill C'IR(1J, DR. 
IDYlJ.Wil.l>. ('A 92'i49 
HEART OF WISDOM 
CHRISTIAN COUNSELING 
39732 NAPI.ES I>R. 
MURRIETA. CA 92561 
EIKMEIER. LINDA ROSE 
39732 NAPI.ES DR. 
MlJRRIETA, CA 92563 
ROSEYO'S 
40680 WAU>H CF ..NTER I>R. 
STE 227 
MURRIETA. CA 92562 
UB\ 
40("0\\AI SIH l·'dl R 1\R 
s II 227 
Ml RRil I \. C \9256° 
( \TOS (CU ~ 'III'G &. 
TR \SII Ol T SJ::R\ tO'S) 
'5W~ ('I D \R Rl\'1 R < I 
Sl 'H II) (' \ 9;"5 
PASTOR, MIKE PAL' l 
25595 Cl DAR Rl\'1 R Cl 
Sl "Cit), ( \ 425X~ 
CIMAX 110\IE 
MORTGAGE 
49~5 RLWAR ST 
RIVFRSilll·. ('A 92509 
FI..,CA 
MAN.AGEMEST INC 
1615PARAMOlNI BIVI>. 
MONTI·Bi-1.0, CA 90640 
GROCERY OFflET 
BARGAIN \1ARKET 
2000 rtfTII Sl 
BI·.RKLI.LY. ('A 94710 
'IIEFF FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
29601 l.ANDSDOWNh LN 
MI~'IDlJ-.. CA 92584 
AUTO FINANCIAL 
SOLUTIONS 
7127 MlDNIGIITROSf CIR. 
CORONA. C,\ 92880 
GOLDSTEIN& 
ROSENBURG, INC. 
7127 MIDNimiT ROSI· CIR. 
CORONA. CA 92880 
AUTO PLUS 
7127 MIDNIGIIT ROSI· CIR 
CORONA, ('A 92880 
GOLDSTEIN & 
ROSENBURG, INC. 
7127 MIDNIGIIT ROSH'IR. 
CORONA. CA 92880 
AUTO SOLUTIONS 
7127 MIDNIGIIT ROSb CIR. 
CORONA. ('A 92880 
AUTO POLY 
7127 MIDNIGIIT ROSh CIR. 
CORONA, CA 92880 
MONUMENT VALLEY 
MASONRY 
276 MONUMENT PARKWAY 
PERRIS. ( A 92570 
PIMENTEL, GUSTAVO 
GONZALEZ 
276 MONUMENT PARKWAY 
P1 ~IS. C A 92570 
C.W. ORIGINALS 
821 LA PAZ CIR. 
CORONA. ('A 92879 
KNAPP, CHERYL LYNNE 
821 LA PAZ CIR 
('(>RONA. CA 92879 
C + M POOL AND SPA 
ENTERPRISE 
27095 ARCHIE AVF-
MORENO VAl LEY, ('A 
925~~ 
L\l \IE..,, COR-.. HI\ 
27!~15 \RCIIII \\'1 
MORI NO V,\1 I I Y, ('A 
<12«~ 
\-PRI\1E C·\REGI\ ER 
SERVICES 
''\1.\ll..,ll,\OR 
111·'11 r CA •12$-15 
MOHAMMAD, MALIK 
S \FDAR 
7~ I VIA I INDA DR 
III·.MET. ('A 92545 
CORPORATE IMAGE 
41110 SANDAl WOOD t'IR 
Sll 107 
Ml'RRO, I'A. ('A 92562 
STARK, BRYAN 
CHRISTOPHER 
.17665 AVENIDA LA C'Ric~TA 
Mt RRIETA. ('A 92.<62 
MISSION CLEAN·t;p AND 
HAUUNG 
2-1(>'1' f'IR A VI·. 
MORENO VAI.I£Y, CA 
92553 
BRAMBILA, ERNESTO 
Utl-).1 FIRAVF 
MORIONO VALLEY, CA 
92553 
MODIFIED LENDING 
PARTNERS 
24.122 KENOSHA CRT 
CORONA. CA 92883 
GATES TYEICKA NIKHA 
24.122 KI·.NOSIIA CRT 
CORONA. CA 92883 
PROFIT NET 
28206 GLI>NSIDI:l CT. 
MENIFEE. CA 92584 
SZALKIEWICZ, ROBERT 
THOMAS 
28206 GLENSIDE (..'T. 
Ml'NiffE. ('A 92584 
BlAIN SHEll 
.1261 IOWA AVE. 
RIVERSIDI~ CA 92507 
KOOMACORP 
1261 IOWA AVJ, 
RIVERSJDI, CA 92507 
KEllY HOME 
INSPECTJON 
26095 TRIIH.<;ON AVI 
IO·MET. CA 92'i45 
KEllY JR., EUGENE LYNN 
26095 l'RtJEI.~ON AVE 
IU·MET. CA 92545 
RGMOBILE 
1366 WICKHAM I>R 
RIVERSIDF- CA 92501 
GALLARDO ROGELIO 
FABIAN 
3166 WICKHAM DR 
RIVERSII>!,_ ('A 92503 
September 2009 
(,t,-.. J'R\, PFGGIE 
1027< 1101 I \\I 
Rl\ I RSIDI ( \ '12~r I 
\IEDI~ I.J';K 
\0\ FRTISI'\G 
IO' '< 11011 ,\VI 
RIVI RSII>I CA 9250.1 
St G ~R ~"D SPICf' 
PRESCHOOL 
27163 JEIH·RSON AVI 
Sll J 
WANNIARACIICIIIGF, 
SAMIRL\\.\!'1 KAI\AGI 
20700 S,\.., JOSI· IIIII S RD. 
s 11· 115 
WAI.N!II.CA91789 
TACl'BA 
639 W HACIENDA DR 
CORONA, ('A 92882 
IIERNANDEZ, ROSALBA 
6.W W llAClENDA DR 
CORONA. ('A 92882 
MILANO FLORIST 
4931 WFSTMONT S I 
R!VERStDf,, ('A 92507 
NATHRAJ, JASODA 
49.11 WESTMONT ST 
RIVERS !Db, CA 92507 
MAX CLOTHING MEN'S 
SPORTSWEAR 
80478 CORTI• ALEGRIA 
INDIO. CA 9220 I 
GONZALEZ, ELENA 
8047H COR rt ·. ALLGRIA 
INI>IO. CA 9220 I 
I.C. TRUCKING 
4HI96 PINTO I.N 
COACHELLA, CA 92216 
CENTENO VAZQUEZ, 
IGNACIO 
48196 PLN'IO !.N. 
C'OAOIIJ LA. CA 92216 
AMIGOS TOWING 
2110N. DEBORAH 
PALM SPRIN(iS. CA 92260 
FRANCO, CLAt'DIA 
FABIANA 
72.'\.16 LIXiLIIII.I. DR 
I'AI.M DI·SI.RI , CA 922<.0 
FLAT RATE TOWING 
2110 N L>EOORAII 
PAl M SPRINOS. C \ 922W 
TITA'SCAFE 
4'1661 HARRISON ST 
( 'OACIIEI.I.A, ('A 9223o 
VENTURA BOLANOS, 
VICTOR MANtlEl 
82742 SMOKE 'I'RE!• AVI 
INDIO, t'A 92201 
MRTECHHELP 
COMPUTER SERVICES 
4HM6 ANAS I'ACIA Cl. 
INDIO. C'A 92201 
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EXECUTIVE TIME OUT 
Take it to the Streets: Hot 
Spots for Catching the 
01) mpic Spirit: It's an open 
secret that sports are Just part of 
the 01) mpic Games experience 
O\\ for the Oip side: where 's 
the party? lhc places to he dur-
ing the 2010 Winter (,ames 
when not actually cheering at 
Hot Olympic Spots in British Columbia 
20 I 0 Paralympic Winter (lames 
and live on <Is a cultural lcgac) 
for the Cit). Vancou\er's 
Robson Square will also draw 
crowds '' 1th athletic demon 
strations. famil; events. out-
door ice skating and more. 
WW\\ .l!LU fl S m y;tnco U \~r~ t.;,Qm 
The part) contlllues at the 0 
s1tes each haH' a theme: from 
family fun at !own PIMa and 
lrve music at Village Square. 
to fringe theatre at Village 
Common and 
circus arts. 
dance. and 
Aborigrnal 
performances 
Mountatn ')qu,lre. Ihe 
marn stle. Whistler 
Medals Plata, will 
host Medal Ceremonres. 
live competition broad-
casts and the 
Paraly mpic Clos~ng 
( ercmonies. ( l1ckets 
\\ill be issued for 
and valleys. Sailing abO\e the 
wilds ncar Golden June 
through October. post-
card-prett; landscapes 
JUS! 
part of 
t h e 
exhilara-
tion here: yours is a 
high accomplished 
'ia a specially-
designed harness 
attached to a hi-
tech inOatable 
wing that 
unfolds from 
your backpack. 
1u... And w tth your 
/one 1n 
R1chmond. 
where visi-
tors can take 
a spin at the 
Icc Zone (an 
ICC rtnk 
hoasting a 
high - tech 
lighting sys-
tem). VICW 
interactive vancouver 2010 
~~ . . . -.-- ---~ public art, ~YIIlfiiC Ice Ska11ng R111k Richmond, Canada __j and catch 
the finish line will be at one multicultural acts at the Main 
of the celebration sttcs hosted 
by the city of Vancouver. the 
City of Richmond and the 
Resort Municipality of 
Whistler. The sites. set to open 
in [·ebruary 20 I 0. ''ill each 
offer a roster of family-friendly 
events. including big-screen 
broadcasts of the competitions 
and medal cercmonrcs, live 
music. and special guest 
appearances. 
Vancouver's two LiveCity 
sites wrll be at West Gcorg1a 
and Beatty streets near BC 
Place Stadium. and a few 
blocks away at Yaletown 's 
David Lam Park. with a pedes-
trian route linking the two. The 
Georgia Street site will stay 
open throu gh the Vancouve r 
Stage. featunng a host of mter-
national headliners and local 
talenb. Sure to be a second 
home for speed skatmg nations. 
visitors can also view the Ice 
Gate. an ice art installation cre-
ated by renowned west coast 
artist Gordon llalloran. and 
'is it Holland House. an enter-
tainment and hospitality venue 
expected to draw 6.000 visitors 
daily. And here's something 
else to celebrate: the new 
Canada Line. part of 
Vancouver's SkyTrain rapid 
transit system. can whisk fans 
between the Richmond and 
Vancouver celebration sites in 
minutes. www.tourismrich-
mond.com 
In Whistle r, s ix celebration 
crowd control at 
Whistler Medals 
Pla.ra: details to be 
announced at V<lfl-
couver20 I O.com.) 
And because Whistler 
will be open for public ski-
ing throughout the 20 I 0 Winter 
Games skiers and boarders 
can catch shows and updates at 
Skiers· Plaza as they hop on and 
off the gondolas. Time to cclc 
brate. www.tourismwhistle 
r.com 
Paragliding for 1\\ o in the 
Kootcna~ Rockies: l .ooking to 
take the adventure into the 
c louds? Soar with Altitude 
Adventures. where tandem 
paragliding hits new heights. 
and elevations of up to 12.000 
feet wrll showcase a Kootenay 
Rockies region rich with peaks 
own captain at 
the controls. 
you'll be 
pi I o ted. 
the 
ing between your 
boots and the ground but the 
w1nd. (A pre-01ght briefing will 
provide the prep. along with 
simple mstruction on how to 
work\\ ith your pilot for smooth 
launches and landings.) Once in 
the a1r. turn on the auto focus. 
as pilots provide the perfect 
vantage point- plus a little 
commentar]-for unbelie\ able 
footage. And there\ little won-
der why: with a launching pad 
fixed on famed Mount 7-
whcre every Canadian time and 
distance record for tandem and 
single glides has been set-
continued on page 31 
IS WHAT YOU PAY 
VALUE IS WHAT WE 
J\ T KISCO SENIOR LIVING, we provide more than just a place to live. For more than 18 years, we've been helping 
r-l.seniors discover The Art of Living Well5M in vibrant community settings that are attractive and attainable. In 
fact, when you compare your monthly living expenses with ours, you will discover that you can enhance your quality 
of life and improve your cost of living as a member of Valencia l'errace. 
9696 of Kisco rtsidmts agrtt that lift at thnr senior living community provides a good wlue for tbe aJSI. 
Valencia Terrace I 2300 South Main Street I Corona, CA 92882 
--544·9195 I WWW.KISCOSENIORLIVING.COM 
